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FARMINGTON,

NOTES PROM OUR REGULAR
CORRES PONDENTS

A

point for stock.
There were services again on Sunday by the priest, at Salome, Jaquez,
and a dance at night at the Manzanar-e- s
dance hall.
A dance every other night on the
Upper San Juan for the month of Jan
uary.
The winter so far has been very mild
and the ranchmen have been disposing
of their hay crop until hay is getting
to be an item and will be scarce before
spring.
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very little water is required and that
the stand should be very thiu on the
ground. None contend for more than
one irrigation. Some say best time is
in the fall. Others say in the sprint-- .
.
it
many aavocate
none at all,
after a
stand lias been secured. One very
practical farmer says plant in drills 18
inches apart and thin to hills one foot
after stand is assured, irrigate in the
spring.
The soil and subsoil is different here
to that of the San Juan and triouta-ries- ,
but as alfalfa seed is grown and
has been the redeeming clause for the
farmers of this Bection, it might pay
your farmers to experiment, etc.
Respectfully,
N. A. Isom.

AROUND THE CIRCLE.

The Famous

83. OO FKfc

F. M.

YEAR

PIERCE.

Will make

CUT RATES ON CLOTHING
AND LADIES' SHOES
For cash for the next thirty days.

We hear that six head of cattle be
Ungrateful Wretches.
longing
to a Mr. Spencer, who is win
With reference to the letter appeartering
on the Ferguson ranch
stock
ing in this i.'sue. we do not of course
A bargain in men's & bovs straw hats. All kinds Navajo Blankets
on the Laplata were taken from the
necessarily indorse opinions of our
place
last week and' driven off. The
However the facte
correspondents.
were tracked to the
cattle
Largo.
to
us.
The
tuted were well known
where the hides of the stolen
ranch
names given in the list, which we du Special Cnrreapoadence.
stock
were unearthed.
Balser Ma
Largo, Jan. 27. J. J. Abayta atly received, were also on our own list
graw
was
on
arrested
suspicion
and it
ot names compiled under the appro torney for che Perez estate has been
is
all
rumored
guilty
the
that
parties
Kosa
down
from
to settle up the es
priate heading of "Traitors."
will be most certainly brought to jus
Laplata, Jan. 11. tate. He remained several days and tice.
to
returned
Rosa.
says
He
tho
citizens
Kilncr San Junn Times.
The easiest riding machine made. Will be sold at factory prices deli
ered here.
I have hitherto made it a rule never up there would be pleased to have a
to rush into print and to avoid on all mail route established from the D. &
occasions writing letters to the papers R. Q. down the San Juan to Farming-toThis course has procured me an Immu
The Catholic priest has been again
nity from local quarreling. My ex
,
oa
his rounds and had services in the
on it! for thus breaking this rule of my
life will be first found in the subject of Jaquez neighborhood on Thursday
this letter and next in the fact that It also in the Munoz neighborhood FriHTLANS AMD SPECIFICA
becomes the duty of every citizen to day.
TIONS
FURNISHED ON APPLI
The crossings on the San Juan are
take an intelligent and honest part in
CATION.
the suppression of wrong, particularly very good at present. The ice having
when that wrong affects, or is intend- all gone out.
N. M
A small skiff of snow fell on the 28d FARMINGTON,
ed to affect, the government of this
county. If you care to print it do so.if but has all gone now. Thus far Janu
not place it in the waste basket and ary has been a delightful month.
for man and beast the sunny San
forget that you ever received it.
Having this sense of the matter Juan is coming to the front, slowly
strongly before ma, I will proceed to but surely, and to stay, as an agriculunfold my tale. It has been my for iural, fruit growing and health resort.
tune to travel a good deal about this A railroad in the near future would be
county and bo to beiome acquainted i great help in settling up the county.
We stated in our last correspondence
with the oeople thereof, their ways
that there were 50.000 head of sheeD
and ideas.
Your paper, The Times, has greeted wintering on the ranges south of here.
After making enquiry among the
me as a rule in every household
have entered, and its view h ive met nheep men we have no fear in placing
LOWEST PRICES.
lie number at 100.000 between the
with approbation from all but a ver.
$2.75
Pride of Durango,
small minority, so small indeed thai 1 Navajoe reservation and the ContiTriumph
2.45
would not speak of them, were it not nental Divide and between the San
Oats
1.60
that ingratitude forms one of tne es Juan and the A. & P. R. R.
A railroad from Albuqurque
to
sential ingredients ot the nature oi
(hat minority, and ingratitude is Durango, Col., down Canon Largo and
town on the San Juan, Farmington
natural to traitors and traitors are
nd Aztec would have to look a leetle
accursed in any community.
1
nidtor they would be distanced by
will
You
wonder what
new town, especially as a shipping
the
briefly
am driving at;
then, know that
of
this
members
community,
certain
people for whom you have done great
favors, abstained from showing up tin
THE
little delinquencies of their friends at
HARDWARE
DEALER.
their special request and entreaties;
and equally helped them, have been
Soils Gooda at DURANGO PRICES.
round and do go up and down on ev
ery available occasion mid speak
maliciously against The Times. Tneii
object being to injure a paper which
has, under the present management,
gained a fair reputation and advanced
the best interest of the county, peo
pie right amongst you too. I speak oi
this so that if you care you can mark
your enemies and know them from
your friends. I also send you a few
WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF BOL.TS.
names, the names of the men who
have endeavored to injure you.
TIN WORK
Here follows the list.
TO ORDER.
The list will be valuable for refer
ence, take care of it.
Oo on as you are doing, fair to all,
ever speaking well of our county, and
remember that the policy which unites
with the side of law and honesty will
pay always and that I am enabled to
send you the names told me by good
citizens, proves that you have friends
all over the county. I do not offer
any suggestions. You have proved
I have subdivided and. laid oat in
heretofore your knowledge of the ins
TOWN LOTS
and outs of local matters, but from
this you will readily see that there
Eighty acres of land immediately adjoining the town of Farmington.
still remains a little life in that portion iuo iuui an) uue acre, eaeu nun win ue soia on
of the body of the community which
VERY EASY TERMS.
has proved such a drawback and
A good water right goes with each lot. The north line of this trac
plague to our progress and which has is only two
blockB from the
o nearly been slain by the eflorta of
PRINCIPAL BUSINESS STREET OF FARMINGTON.
those who are anxious to secure the
prosperity of your district.
I also have 400 acres of
Warningly yours,
,
GOOD FARM AND ORCHARD LAND
A Letter front Major Isom.
Adapted to the raising of apples, peaches, nectarines, apricots, Dears
plums, prunes, grapeB and all other deciduous fruita and alfalfa, from
Mkrino. Colo. Jan. 15.
ttditor The Ian Joan Times.
which a person can select one of the
For three months we have been
BEST FARMS IN THE COUNTY.
of
among the alfalfa seed growers of the
A
amount
of my land is under cultivation and I have severa
large
South Platte valley. Thinking some
in,
orchards.'
beof your readers might be interested bearing
sell my own land and can thereby nave you an agent's eomnis
I
on the subject, I will give you some of sion. Call on me or address mo
lock box 777.
their ideas for obtaining best results.
All agree that the partial failure of
last year was too much rainfall, tbat
FARMINGTON, N. M.

gent for

Two-Cros- s

The Monarch Bicvcle
j

E, C. MACK

n.

F. M. PIERCE.

Carpenter
& Builder

FARMINGTON

FIT

-

Mm

m

SIPS.

Farmington Store

Graf, Prop's
GENERAL AND MACHINE

New Assignment

Blacksmithing.

Newton

T O BRYAN

Of Goods.

1

flTOMT mi

Carriages, Buggies and Wagons Made and
Repaired. Painting and Trimming.

Horseshoeing: a Spcialty

Dry

Goods

and

Shoes at Correspondingly Low Prices.

i

f.

BOWMAN BBOS,

Dints

S. PALMER,

Farmington,

Builders Hardware,

N. M:

Tinware, Shovels,

Forks, Axes, Mattocks,

Fork, Ax, Mattock Handles

J, S, Palmer, Farmington, N, M.

South
Farmington.

- -

STRAIGHT CAR LOAD

Ranges just

Call and examine.
Jackson Hdw & Mfg Co., Durango, Colo

fore.

V"

S. R.

Blaki.

these
Prices lower than ever

FARMINGTON,

me poor! old game or ten pins is
ting a boom on itself this year.

Discovered

AFFAIRS
IN THE STATE IN
MISERABLE JUMBLE.

NEW MEXICO.
get-

If the railroads really nwn business
the upper berth will be sure to come

Big Trade In Mavrs Plunder Is the
Slogan of (lovernors and Troops
Natives Openly Robbed of Ivory and
ISatchorcd by Soldiers.

EPORTS of the horrible condition of
affairs in the Congo Free State are
received from an
American missionary who has just returned to Europe.
The missionary in

down.

It is not what is inside a man that
makes him look distinguished; it i?
bis clothes.
Those men who are seeking ideal
Wives seldom stop to think if they would
make ideal husbands.
Yellow fever in Cuba continues to
fight on the side of the insurgents,
rarely losing an engagement.

'

Atchison, Kas., is said to be flooded
With $1 bills raised to $10. Atchison,
too, evidently has a gas trust.
"Ve find that the great thing in this
World is not so much where we stand as
in what direction we are moving.

J

It is curious how a woman who
Bcrcams at a mouse is not startled at a
millinery bill that makes a man trem-Lle.

at Bogota is said to have
fined a man $398,000. and it is feared
that it may cripple him financially for a
few days.
A court

Kansas City is at length the prcud
owner of its own water works, and
thereby becomes a shining example to
other cities.
Wisconsin has a woman horsethicf.
the new woman intends taking to
this vocation she would do well to give
the west a wide berth.

Tr

MM

question.

I

Chili has also found some "rich gold
be noisy about
it, or the first she knows England will
send her "an ultimatum" about some-

mines," Chill should not
thing.

There appears no way for the sultan
to repair his finances except by disguising himself as a man and coming over
to America and making himself agreeable to some girl in the Yanderbilt
family.
Hon. T. C. Piatt hastens to announco
that he Is not in his anecdotage and will
not write a book. Evidently Mr. Piatt
thinks this is as hard as he should
strike an old gentleman like Mr. Sher-

man.
The nsrurance comes from Marlborough's lawyer that his client is not
mercenary. Certainly not. The Duke
was simply too courageous to let a
handicap interfere with a lovo
match that's all.
Claude Falls Wright, the theosophlst,
(asked in New York the other night:
"How do we know that what we call
life is not, after all, a dream from which
we may awake some day?" One good
reason for thinking that life is not a
dream Is that the man who has a note
coming due on a certain day never
wakes up to find that he has been tho
Victim of mere nightmare.

Rev.

John 13. Murphy, is
on the staff of the
American Baptist Missionary Vnion.
He has worked in the Congo for nine
years, and returned to Antwerp recently by the steamship Leopold. His last
station was Equatorville, right in the
center of the Congo Free State. He is
the last arrival from there, and says:
"The seat of the government of the
Congo Free State is at Board, which is
about fifty miles from the coast, and
250 from Stanley Pool, which ought to
be the real Congo center. It takes four
weeks to communicate between these
two places, hence it becomes almost impossible for the governor to manage his
vast and unwieldy territory, and consequently his commlssaires, or petty
governors of the inferior districts, have
almost unlimited power. The officers
of the state are young and inexperienced. They do not come out as colonists to develop the country, but in
order to receive quick promotion, the
Congo decoration, and above all, to get
money. Of course there are exceptions, but It is only the few who have
g
an interest in the country and the
of the people.
"It has been said by some trader that
the king of the Congo Free State is the
in the dominions,
largest slave-holdand this is true, although the officers
by a play upon words conceal the facts
I
by calling them liberated slaves.
have been told by naval and other offi
cers of the state that a certain sum per
head is paid by the government to the
commissaire of the districts from which
the slaves are received and to the naval
officers who bring such slaves Into
camp. Fifty per cent of these wretches
are in a starving condition.
"A word about tho rubber and ivory
trading, or rather, plundering of the
state. The official:; have placed 'posts'
in all the towns upon the river banks,
and in most of the inland towns. Each
post is commanded by a black corporal
and a company of soldiers belonging
to a hostile tribe, armed with European guns, so that the natives are terrorized by their presence. These soldiers are commanded to stop every
canoe that passes the river post. The
natives try to pass without being noticed; then the soldiers fire upon them
and generally some are killed. The
soldiers then seize the canoe and con
If the natives
fiscate its contents.
should muster up courage enough to
call, then they are forced to sell their
ivory or whatever their canoe contains,
at the soldiers' own price. I have seen
these things and have remonstrated
with the state for years, but got no satisfaction."
well-bein-

er

A Philadelphia man has been arrested
for loud laughing in the public streets.
Probably he had been indulging in a
few preliminary smiles.

,

TOLD HIS FRIENDS.

ON THE CONGO.

THE SAN JUAN TIMES. CHAOS

c.ood KUMng
and Mates.

w.

for Himself

R. BOWMAN,

ATTORNEY AT LAW

The First National Bank Durango.
Established 1881.

Once upon a time Lake Merced stood
$87,000x0
Paid in capital
high in the estimation of city anglers,
i6.ooo.oo
Surplus fund
says the San Francisco Bulletin. It was
OFFICERS: A. P. Camp, President; John L.
accessible and didn't require much InMcNeil, V. P. ; Wm. P. Vaile, Cashier.
Practices in all State, Territorial
fluence to cast a line into its waters.
Big fish lingered among the weedy
and Federal Courts,
depths and browsed along the sandy
por first Glass uorK
shores on the western end. Cornelius
Stagg then kept a roadhouse opposite
and there was a Farmington,
the old race-tracgo
New Mexico.
good dinner for the belated angler under his roof and fragrant claret. Scott
B.
Tidball, the artist, John Adams and
dozens of worthy fishermen since departed have swung their rods over the
ripples of Merced and compared notes
around the blazing fire at night, and
V. R. N. GREAVES,
were, perhaps, as boastful and mendacious, as the anglers of the generation
Attorney at Law,
that succeeded them.
The trout era passed away and was
Farmington, New Mexico.
followed by an epoch of carp. Those
He employs none but first class tailors
mudgrabbers fattened on the bordering
to do his work.
grasses and led an undisturbed and ignominious indolence. Nobody wanted
Mail orders promptly attended to
them at any price and the barnacles
Durango. Colo.
BOX 553.
grew up on the elders of the gang
from simple and unbroken laziness.
Then another change took place, and
DR. A.
THE DURANGO
the fish commissioners announced that
they were going to put muskellonge
Cornice and Sheet Metal Works
into the lake. A month or so afterward they did and it was supposed the
C. F. ARMSTRONG, Prop.
reign of the carp was over and that
AND
the ferocious fresh water sharks would
completely exterminate them.
Galvanized
A sagacious sea lion felt recently
AND
something
worth
that there must be
Copper Cornices.
seeing beyond the neighborhood of the
Cliff house and Sutero heights. So he
Patent Iron Skylights. Tin Roofing.
made a journey to Lake Merced and
S3?" Mail ordors solicited.
found the water and the surroundings
Farmington,
New
Mexico.
3d door below Strater hotel,
congenial. He tasted the carp and approved of their flavor, and being a
COLO.
DURANUO,
genial and generous lion, he returned
to the seal rocks and told his chums
L. L. HENRY,
where he had been and what he had
seen. An excursion party, consisting
of a select number of gentlemen and
lady marine lions, was at once organized, and on a fine moonlight night
the band starter! for Merced. Everything was jusi. as the pioneer had represented and a brilliant season of feeding and general enjoyment was Inaug
urated.
THE
About this time the Spring Valley
company drew a net across the lane Aztec,
New Mexico,
to see how the muskellonge were get
ting on. The sea lions, now perma
nent residents of the lake, laughed
H. B.
heartily at the experiment and waved
their flappers to the fishermen to en
TO
courage them to keep on witli their nets
COUNTY SURVEYOR
and let them know how many muskel
AND
longe were left. For the muskellonge
had got to the last dozen or so of carp
CIVIL ENGINEER.
when the sea lions came in, and the
and
sea lions had done up the muskellonge when the experimental nets were
Mapping and platting of all kinds
cast. Nothing but a few catfish and
stickleback now remain in Lake Merpromptly done.
ced. The sea lions are still there, but
New Mexicc
Farmington
unless some more stocking is done, and
Through Pullman Sleepers
pretty soon at that, they will return tc
the sea rocks.

to -

k,

GLASER,

Importing Thilor

ROSENTHAL,

PHYSICIAN

SURGEON.

Santa Fe Route.

ATTORNEY,

SHOIF

HAWKINS,

LilNE

CHICAGO,

ST. LOUIS

KANSAS C'Y

Tho Most Curious

Animal.

The most peculiar and remarkable
animal in the world is the ornithoryn- g
ehus paradoxus, the famed
mammal of Australia. It Is shaped like
an otter, has fur like a beaver, is web- footerl like a swan, has a bill like a
duck and a tail like that of a fox. It
is the only known
creature
that lays eggs. A corresponding oddity
among feathered bipeds would iv- a
bird that brought forth its young alive.
egg-layin-

m Commercial Hotel
T. F.

Burgess,

Durango. - Colorado
EVERYTHING

Without Change.

Proprietor
See that your tickets read via this line.
Agents of the company will furnish
time tables on application.
G. T. NICHOLSON,

FIRST-CLAS-

-

Progress of Electricity.

In the United States at the present
time there are 850 electric railways
with more than 9,000 miles of tracks
2,300 cars and a capital of $400,000,000.
In 1SS7 the electric roads in the United
States numbered thirteen, with about
100

O.

PHELPS,

BOOT0SHOB

FLOTSAM.
South Africa is suffering from a violent epidemic of influenza.
The number of jury trials in Britain
is said to be diminishing.
There Is a society in Egypt whose object is to drive foreigners out of the
country.
Printing ink is made of linseed oil.
rosin, soap and lampblack or other coloring matter.
For very minute writing, pens made
from crow quills have been found to do
excellent work.
Last year no fewer than 1,584 dere
licts were discovered, most of them in
tho North Atlantic.
The sale of set diamonds during the
last three months in London is said to
have been enormous.
d
Some of the newest
coats for winter are worn with ermine
waistcoats in England.
Scotland yard is so called from a palace built for the reception of the kings
of Scotland when they visited London.
A London firm has nearly ready an
other edition of "Beside the Bonnie
Brier Bush," making Gu.000 conies in
less than a year.
The largest sponge ever sent to market was from the Mediterranean.
It
was ten feet in circumference And three
in diameter.
It is said that English has become the
fashionable language of the Russian
court. The young czarina now speaks
Russian ver.v well.
double-breaste-

Pacific R, B.

&

MAKEB.

cars.

G. P. & T, A
Topeka, Kansas.

E. COPLAND, General Agent,
El Paso, Texas.

Got the Wrong Girl.

A young English diplomat fell in love
with the handsome sister, and knowing
that her marriage had already been arranged for with someone else, he hit
upon an unusual plan for attaining his
purpose. He procured a large, collin-lik- e
Judge Riner, of the United States
box, fitted it with cushions and
Curcuit court at Cheyenne, has decided holes for ventilation, placed a quantity
that the treaty with the Bannock In- of food inside, and then concealed it
dians, giving them the right to hunt near the girl's home, having previously
on the unoccupied government land3 given orders to a commissary to carry
in Wyoming, Is of full force and effect it to the address indicated. The plain
and is superior to the game laws of that sister was in the secret and was to asstate. Judge Riner will henceforth be sist in the escape. At the last moment
an unpopular man with the cattle however, the courage of the beautiful
thieves, land grabbers and pot hunters one failed, and no argument could In
duce her to go. Here was a crisis, in
of the west. Kvery other class will apdeed, and not wishing the expectant
plaud the decision.
lover to be disappointed, and having
herself, the other sisA strange thing has happened to Mr. a fancy for him
the box, which was
lay
in
down
ter
Richard Mansfield, the eminent actor.
up and shipped to its
nailed
forthwith
a
recovering
severe
from
Upon
attack
destination, where it arrived twenty
of typhoid fever ho find3 he has forwith the girl safe and
gotten the lines of his plays, and he four hours late,
young diplomat's conduct
The
sound.
must learn them anew. The disease
he opened the box and discovered
has also had a strange effect upon his when
the exchange of sisters that had been
to
was
the
he
Previous
attack
sight.
made was admirable. If he felt any disso near sighted as to be practically unappointment he concealed it, assuring
eyesee,
wore
habitually
and
able to
girl that the pluck and devotion
the
glasses. Now his sight is normal, and
she had Bhown were more precious to
the glasses are discarded.
him than was her sister's beauty. So
he married her, and they were happy
In a single week of the present fall ever alter.
American bicycles have been exported
from the port of New York to the BritAn Awkward Admirer,
ish East Indies, the British West Inlie (In the conservatory) Why did
dies, to the United Kingdom, Belgium, you lead me on to a proposal, if you
Brazil, Cuba, Denmark, Centra! Ameriintended to refuse me? She You do
ca, Ecuador, Germany, Italy, Porto me great injustice. What have I done
Itico, Russia, and Venezuela. That '.o make you think I loved you? He
shows what the Skill of American In cvery waitz witn otnpr mon you kpt
manufacturers and American inventors them almost at arm's length, but when
can do In the way of furnishing wheels waltzing with me you leaned your head
for all the world to ride. There are an my shoulder, and let me almost carry
few civilized lands In which American
you. She That was to keep my feet
bicycles will not be in use next season, Dff the floor, so you wouldn't step on my
and everywhere they may be tried they toes.
will surely win their way.

Iron

First class word done. . . .
Leave orders at P. O. at Farmington.

The GRAND

LIVERY STABLE.
F. B. ALLEN, Proprietor.
Farmington,

New Mexico.

(Western Division)
CONNECTIONS.
ALBUQUERQUE A. T. & A. F. It. R. for
nil points oast and south.
FORK Santa Fe, Prescott & riwie
ash
railway ror points 111 central anil smu
Arizona.
BLAKE Nevada Southern railway tor ManTel
nnii connection with stage lines (or Yonder- bilt and mining districts north.
BARSTOW Southern California railway for
Los Angeles, Sun Diego and other California
points.
MQJAVE Southern Pacific Company for
uml
San Francisco, Sacramento
other
Northern California!! points.

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars.
Sleeping car passengers between San Francisco. Los Angeles or San Diego and Chicago do not have to change cars.

The Atlantic
Good Rigs and Saddle Horses constantly on hand.
Feed and Sale Stable and Corral in connection.

SAM J. HOOD,
Manufacturer of
and Dealor in

Rough and Dressed Lumber.

Shingles, Lath and
Fruit Box material.
Mills and yard nine miles East of
rango. P. O. address, box 120,

Durango,

-

Du-

Colo.

&

Pacific Railroad,

Tho Groat Middle

Kontn across the Amorican
Continent in connection with tho railways ol
the
"Santa Fe Route."
Liberal Management,
Superior Facilities,
Picturesque Scenery,
Excellent Accommodation.

The Grand Canon of the Colorado, tho most
sublime of ne turn's work on tho oarth, indescribable, can easily be reached via Flagstaff,
Williams or Beaoh Springs, on this road. To
tho Natural Bridge of Arizona and Montezuma's
Well you can journey most directly by this lino.
Obsorvo tho ancient Indian civilization of
or of Acomn, "The City of tho Sky." Visit tho petrified forest near Cnrrizo. See and
marvel at the freak of Canon Diablo. Tako a
hunting trip in tho magnificent pino forests of
tbo Sou Francisco mountains. Find iutorcst in
tho ruins of tho prehistoric Cave and Cliff
Dwellin. View tho longest cantilovor bridge
in America across tho Colorado river.
C. H. Sl'ERKS,
J. J. BYRNE.
AKst.Gcn.l'uss.Act
GoneoU 1'iws. Agt,.
8nn Francteco,Cnl.
Los Augelea. Cni.
H. S. VAN SLiCK, Ucn'l AL,
Albuquerque, N. M.

ETHEL

of his sowars laid

TOWNSEND.

about

them with

their sabers it would have been all up
with the expedition.
As it was, everybody breather hard
ERA Ismail Khan
Is a frontier station for the next ten minutes, and the Scots
on" the cutthroat men were just beginning to wipe out
side of the Indus. their rifles, the barrels having beea
Its name means fouled with drippings from the bay
that Ismail Khan-m- ay onets, when Dalrymple discovered that
his bones rest Cameron was missing. Some one had
once pitched his seen him get knocked off his horse and
tent there, but a he had evidently been carried away in
not too careful phil- the rush of the retreating enemy. A
ology forgot to add hasty search in the vicinity showed that
some eloquent syl- his body, at any rate, was not to be
lable which would signify that Ismail found, and anything like pursuit in the
growing darkness was quite out of the
Khan who lies with the prophet
cleared out again as rapidly as possi- question.
Townsend and Dalrympe did not dare
ble. Unfortunately the maintenance of
the Pax Britannica in the valley of the to speak their thoughts to each other,
Indus requires the constant presence but a couple of hours later, when the
in that delectable spot of a squadron of wearied force was seeking rest from the
turmoil of the day, a moullah placed all
horse and a battalion of fool belonging to those fine troops, the Punjab doubts at rest as to Cameron's faie by
frontier force. In the middle of Juno shrieking out of the gloom that when
the next day dawned the followers of the
it is often impossible to see the
gate from the verandah at mid- prophet would first crucify the accursed
Ferlnghi in their possession and then
day owing to the prevalence of a swirling dust storm, and twelve hours later wipe the British troops off the face of
it may be necessary to pour water over the earth.
the bed to render it sufficiently cool to
"Jackals," he yelled, "will turn away
gorged from your corpses," but it was
be laid upon.
his figurative eastern way of putting it.
Yet the officers of the Plffcrs
com-poun-

il

by Anglo-Indian- s
as a phonetic
way of expressing the initials P. F. F.
manage to live there, and, what is still
more marvelous, half a dozen Regent
street gowns may be seen there when
ever the station foregathers at club or
gymkhana. Not long ago the C. 0. at
Bera Ismail Khan had as a daughter
the prettiest girl that was to be set eyes
upon along the whole 2,000 miles of the
Indus. Ethel Townsond was known far
and wide as the pride of the Plffers
and I will tell you another time how she
won the title. Just now I wish to place
on record what Major Dalrymple did
for her. Dalrymple did not know, un
til Townsend married the only child
of the chief of the Indus flotilla, that
he would never care for any other
woman. Mrs. Townsend never even
guessed his secret, but it nearly broke
his heart when she died In giving birth
to the little one who afterward bore her
name.
Ethel always called him uncle, and
next to her love for her father she gave
him the full warmth of her impulsive
affections. But now that she had come
bnck from a Ecven years' residence in
France and Germany she found that
there was yet another corner vacant in
her heart, and this place was at once
bestowed upon Capt., the Hon. Robert
McGregor Cameron, whom the natives
had christened the Babadursahib, and
who was known to his associates as the
Hen. Bob.
Hence it was that when the Guides
to which distinguished section of the
Punjab frontier force all these people
belonged were ordered to join an expedition against a particularly obnoxious tribe in the Eara Khel, Ethel betook herself to Mayor Dalrymple and
cried her pretty eyes cut on the score
that Bob would be sure to get himself
killed.
"He won't be in any greater danger
than your father or I, sweetheart,"
said the major, at his wits' end for
words of consolation, "and you have
seen us return safely too often to feel
alarmed now."
"Oh, dad and you have got good sense,
but Bob is such a mad thing and he
will do something ridiculous, and I
shall never sec him again," boohoo,
boohoo the pride of the Piffcrs was
but a woman.
"Ethel, my dear, listen to mo," md
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tresses
smoothed her golden-brow- n
back from her forehead. "You know
how much I value your happiness and
how glad I am you are going to marry
a man like Cameron. 1 promise you
now that I will look after him as though
he were my own son and bring him
back safe and sound to you. Come,
you have full trust in me?"
r Dalrymple knew that his promise
was of little avail in view of the chances
of a border campaign, but it soothed
the girl's heart, and her tears fell
through a smile as she kissed him.
As a rule a mountain battery, two
companies of the Scottish Rifles, two
native regiments, and a detachment of
the Guides should be more than a match
for any tribesmen that ever swept down
on a marauding foray into the lowlands.
But that day tha Ghazis fought with
demoniacal skill, and, Just toward
evening, they made a last wild rush
that nearly settled matters. Indeed,
the square bulged In rather unpleasantly on one side, and had it not been for
the way in which Cameron and a dozen

Then Dalrympe swore he would fulfill his promise to Ethel.
To obtain the permission of the brigadier for his project was out of the question, so he consulted with no one, not
even Col. Townsend. With the aid of a
sub adar he was soon dressed a la
Ghazl, and he borrowed the tulwar of a
dead tribesman who was lying, among
plenty of his kin, on front of the zereba.
This, with a couple of revolvers concealed beneath his flowing robes, constituted the whole of his appliances,
and Indeed of his plan also, as he had
resolved that if he could not save Cameron he would endeavor to get near
him and give him the means of avoiding crucifixion.
The mountain village to which the
tribesmen had retreated was distant
some four miles. The road approaching the place was fairly free from obstacles, but it twisted and turned in all
directions as it climbed up the side of a
precipitous gorge, finally reaching a
plateau about 1,000 feet above the level
of the small stream that dashed along
beneath. The moon was trying to struggle through a great cloud bank, but
gave light enough to show the way and
to distinguish objects close at hand.
Nearing the village as no semblance
of a guard was kept he passed several
scattered groups clustered round Ures
or huddled among bundles of fodder.
Many of the men were groaning and
their women bandaging their wounds.
Dalrymple shuffled painfully along,
finding the native sandals difficult to
walk in, and he came upon Cameron
suddenly. The Hon. Bob was seated on
the ground, with his hands apparently
tied behind his back, and resting
against a low mud hut, inside and in
front of which were some twenty of the
tribesmen a few smoking round a lire,
the others asleep. Dalrymple walked
straight up to him, and growled "Sug!"
That is the Persian for all that we
mean when we call a man a dog and
more. The action was natural in a
tribesman and evoked no comment; in
Dalrymple's case it was a fine piece of
art. He squatted on the ground close
to the prisoner and whispered.
"Steady, Bob, I've come to help you."
Cameron had nerves of steel, but the
words tried them to their utmost tension. When he could trust his voice he
only said:
"Thanks, old chap. It's no use. My
left' ankle is sprained so I can't walk a
yard, even if it were any good. Get
back safely and give my love to Ethel.
As for you, God bless you."
At that moment a horse neighed
loudly at some distance and Dalrymple,
In a second, had formed his plan. He
whispered again: "Can you manage to
stand straight up when you hear a
hor3e coming this way?"
"Yes," said Cameron.
"Very well, be ready In five minutes."
Then he rose, growled another Persian
oath, expectorated again at the prisoner, and left the circle of light cast by
the fire. He had little difficulty in finding the animal that had given voice.
He was tied up in a rough shed and
seemed to be a strong beast. Ethel
said afterward that he was the best
pony she ever laid eyes upon, but she
was prejudiced in his favor. His saddle and headgear were hanging close at
hand, and Dalrymple ';ost no tim? in
getting him ready, although the queer
Afghan bridle troubled him a little at
first. Then he led him out and mounted
him, but at the fcame moment a fellow
sprang out fro'm the rear of tho shed
and wanted Iff! know In the name of the
prophet whya cursed thief was moving
off with hismaster's ghora. There was
no time fora long discourse, so Dalrymple gave Mm the weightiest reason at
command by hitting him such a crack
with thie tulwar on his shaven crown
that, ike Bret Harte's orator
"He, smiled a kind of sickly smile and
curled up on the floor
And the subsequent proceedings inter-- i
. ested him no more."
Then the fun commenced. He rode up
to the hut at a canter, found Cameron
standing, swung him crossways on the
saddle in front of him, and started for
home.
The excitement on that hillside during the next ten minutes was something remarkable. Jezoils were tired,
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Tho (ireatrst Railroad In the West
Is the Dnlon Pacific. It has the finest track
and equipment. It makes the fastest time:
To Suit Lake by 7 hours.
To Ogden and Butte by to hours.
To Bacramento and Ban Francisco by 10
hours.
To Portland, Ore., by over 40 hours.
Free reclining chair cars. Pullman sleepers and (lining cars. Ticket office 041 Seventeenth street, corner Curtis.
Whenever you hear n fellow begin the conversation by saying, "There Is no use talking,
prepare yourself for a Hood.

FOLKS.

Spelling IJoos and Pronunciation Matches
Create Fun.
A "pronunciation match" is a fine
way of entertaining a party of clever
young people In a dull evening hour.
Any number can play. One Is elected
as leader. At first he will call out a
letter, as a, and each person must
think quickly while he counts five,
and be ready to tell the name of a city
in the state agreed upon before the
contest begins. For instance, the leader, while he counts five, points to one
of tho company who must give the
name of a city beginning with the letter A, B or C, as the leader may announce. When one answer has been
given, he quickly counts again, and
points to another person, until soma
one fails to respond, when lie is declared leader and also pays a forfeit.
It is very amusing and teaches people
to think quickly and keep their wits
about them. It is also sometimes
played by choosing sides, as in a spelling match, and in that case each one
who misses takes his seat, and tho side
which remains on the floor longest is
declared the winner. A new kind of
spelling bee is what the following gamo
is called: One of the company begins
the game by naming a letter of the alphabet, and the next must name an
other, which, in connection with the
first, will help to make a word, but
which will not complete It. The next
adds another letter, and so on, each
aiming to put in a letter which will
not finish a word. This goes on until
it becomes necessary for some one to
complete it, and the unlucky one is
compelled to pay a forfeit. To illustrate: The letter begins with I. The
next adds m, the next a, another g, ciiul
the next, instead of adding e, and completing the word, says i. The following
one gives n, and the next, by a happy
thought, does not give e, but says a,
and then follow t, i, o and n, when the
word has to be completed in spite of
all. It i3 about the most amusing
game I ever saw played, and it is also
quite instructive. St. Louis Republic.
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Another peaceful Indian has been discovered In Montana. He has been petrified over
L000 years.
..FITS AU Fitsstopird frooliv Dr. K line's Orent
garve ltestorer. Nu Kit mi tier the Oral day "i uu.
marvelous eurtt. Treatlieand g; trial bottle troeti
riteaaoa, bndtol)r.lCllue,WlArcaBU,Millii.,P.
The grocer never sings ".My wav Is dark
and lonely." His weigh is usually "light.
Tho reviving powers or Parker's (ilnirer
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Tonic render It Indtspeniablo la every homo,
btoinnrh tmuhlos, colds and ever form of distress yield to it.

has be en endorsed by the medical profession for twenty
yen s,
ilk your doctor.) This is because it is always
palatable always wiifortn always contaiiu the purest
tforttfffiaH CodJfvtr Oil and Ifvpopboiphitrs.
of
Insist on Scctt'a Emulsion with tradc-mirm.Ti anJ fish.
Put up in 50 cent and $1.00 size;. The small size
may be enough to cure your cough or help your baby.

Telegraph operators rarely come to blows,
although they have a great many words together.
ot Ulndercorns Hint Uo it
tf yon wnut to realizo the comfort of being without
lorns. Ittakesthem out perfectly. 13u. at drngiMs.
The easiest and boat wav to expand the
chest Is to have a good large heart In it.
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HABIT CURE.
n. hmr
t
Vnnr Trm
euro or money re- -

buy and trv

CUStS Ollly Hi.

tn-riai-

T

rfuit

irefy W1U guarantee a
f muuiu oookiou, written fiuarantooofcuro
and sample free. Address nearest oClco.
THE STERLING
MONTREAL,

KEWit-D-

CAM.

CO.,
HEW YORK.

candy cathartic cure aonstiputlon. I'urtlv voluble, smooth and
easy, sold by druggists ovorywhero, guaranteed to curn.- - Only loc.

Timely Warning'.
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Tho great success of the chocolate preparations of
the houce of Walter Baker & Co. (established

ril-lan-

j

RXTOW

GHiCAOO
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ite

"Vntl mmr fyni'n
Pounds in ton days.

GUARANTIED

tiid of gilding, enanie

and small jewels.
The grape vine a'Jfords an exceedingly
graceful design, which is effectively
presented on tome flatware for tho autumn trade;.
Narrow bands of gold or silver, With
feathery aigrettes that rise from the
center, furnish pleasing ornaments far
tie hair, at modest prices.
The newest silver tableware, variously termed "Old English" and "Ct
consists In modified copies ol t:ie
ware used by colonial dames.
Diamond cluster brooches owe fhelr
continued popularity to the irregular
ts
arrangement of large and small
whidh can never weary the c,1 c.
?
A stone on which the decree of i'.ah-- o
(On has set a decided value In the ?:ri- 5 it, or evening emerald.
It afford
3hades of green, and is a sj
ift olivine.
Jewelry is influenced by tho wheel of
fSBbion. The revival of a mode in dress
Lrings the ornaments of that period
into a temporary vogue; In witness
thereof are the artistic miniature
brooches, at this moment so popular.
Gold buckles afford an infinite vwii'c
as regards shape, size, design and decoration. This diversity enables jewelers who cater to an exclusive, fine tradn
tf meet the demand for something new.
which milady with a long purse always
exacts.
After dinner coffee pots, as a rule,
stand high. One style tapers upward to
a slender neck, but swells out at the
lower part into an octagonal bowl. Another style tapers gradualy from base
to top, while yet another shows straight
upright sides.
,

PILE REMEDY. Stop, lie.
Dit. IIOSA NKO, I'hlla., i'u.

SUREBEKTAIIiSM

gray-gree- n

er

es,

hypo-phosphit-

The oil is thoroughly
emulsified ; thajt is, partly digested. Sensitive stomachs
can bear an emulsion when
the raw oil cannot be retained.
As the hypophosphites, the
medicinal agents in the oil,
and the fat itself are each good,
why not have the benefit of
all? This combination has
stood the test of twenty years
and has never been equalled.

A live man should not want the
earth he
should he above It.

YES, TO BE

Oil, with
contains both of

er

form.

If the Hany is Cuttlnp Teeth.

.

Bronzes attracting attention show a
finish known as the Roman.
All sorts of beautiful possibilities are
developed in colored enamels on gold
and silver.
Buckles of gilt, silver and enamel
are worn on belts of chamois, leather or
silk webbing.
Ivory with gold or silver trimmings
furnishes a pleasing chanpo from

Cod-liv-

these in the most desirable

sure and uao that old and well tried remedy, Mas.
"ViKSloWsSooTiiiNa SY1-.for OhlMrw Teethlnir.

Warrant! to care or money rafuiulad.
amut'ii't fur it. Price is etnta

hypo-phosphi- tes

er

I have found Plso's Cure for Consumption
an unfailing medicine. -- F. It. I.otz. 1W)R
Scott street, Covington, Ky., Oct. 1, 1881
Japan boasts of a singing tlsh. It has national scales, we suppose.
Bhakespear
ver billed his plnvs. Tea,
he bullded better than he knew, l'.ill did.
Re

es

hypo-phosphit-

Language falls to paint a woman as the
eyes of a lover see her. l'oarl rouge Is more
to hit the charmer.

All this happened six years ago. Since
I have seen a fat youngster held
on to the back of a still fatter Kabul!
pony, and the name of the youngster
Cameron.
was Robert Dalrymple
Utica Press.

JEWELRY AND SILVER.

Some say that the
alone are sufficient
to prevent and cure consumption, if taken in time. Without doubt they exert great
good in the beginning stages;
they improve the appetite, promote digestion and tone up
the nervous system. But they
lack the peculiar medicinal
properties, and the fat, found
oil.
in cod-livThe
are valuable and
oil is valuable.
the cod-liv-

apt

then

FOR SHARP YOUNG

$tal
"Voucrm.

History of Cripple Creek."
Wo have recently Issued In book form the
only authentic anil reliable history of Cripple
Creek goh eamp. the marvel of the mining
world. The lo.ik contains numerous
Illustrations of fold mine true to life.
uls.i describes all the prominent minim:
camps In Colorado.
With the sole olij let of
lD.trodo.ciHg our llg S pace.
Illustrated weekly paper (established 1MHJ) we
win send a copy of the above Interesting
I
k free to all who send us iV. (stamps or
silver for a three months' (18 weeks) trial
Subscription to our big weekly, which contains the latest mining news and Illustrations
of Rocky mountain scenery. Mention our
paper and address, Illustrated Weekly, Denver, Colorado.

s
beaten, gongs banged, and
not a few Martini bullets whistled past
them as they galloped down the pathway. Cameron and Dalrymple weighed
twenty-thre- e
stone between them, but
the little horse would have run away
with two more like them. There were
no other animals handy, to all appearances, so pursuit was out of the question after the first 100 yards, and in
less than half an hour Cameron was In
the hands of the doctors, Dalrymple
was drinking some hot whisky and
water with the brigadier, and the Kabul! was being groomed by about six
men, while if he had not been a wise
little beast he could have burst himself
with gram. Next morning the village
was shelled, and when the moullah was
hit with a shrapuell the tribesmen
gave in and promised to be good.

many misloading and unscrupulous imitaiions
of their name, labels, and wrappers. Walter
Baker & Co. are tho eldest and largest manuCoqoao and
0
facturers of pure and
Chocolates on this continent. No chemicals are
used in their manufactures.
Consumers should ask for, and be sure that
they get, the genuine Walter Eaker &. Co.'s goods.
high-sretd-

r,'(

r: iiit

WALTER BAKER & CO., Limited,
DOSCriESTER, MASS.
.X

iisosl!

"I firmly belisvo t lint
Curo kojt mo from ho. vine
quick Consumption -- m;
H.

D.

HAULING, Leaver

Meadow, N. Y., June 13, 1893.

Curat Where All Else Falls. BEST COUGH SYRUP.
TASTES GOOD. USE IT TIME. SOI. I) BY DKUGOISTS.
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Entered at the postnQice at Kormington for
ransmission through the mail as second class
matter
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Scott Morris returned with his
wagon train trom Gallup, last Tuesday evening. The trip over to Gallup
was one of the roughest experiences,
Mr. Morris says, he has ever had in
his long freighting career. However,
Mr. Morris' trip was eminently successful, having unloaded S. R, HI. ike's
cargo of apples in excellent condition
at the Coal City. It took ten days'
hard pulling over muday roads to
reach that place. The homeward trip
by way of Sulphur Springs took five
days, the roaa being about in the usual condition. Even indeed the most
favorable conditions of either of these
roads render freighting between
Farmington and Gallup unprofitable.
The necessity of a shorter cut suggests
itself and Mr. Morris expresses the
conviction that such a road can be
and will be eventually made in almost
an air line between the two places, so
that at least 40 miles could be saved.
By a little labor a road could be established through one of the canyons
leading from tha San Juan up onto
the mesa opposite Farminnton. thence
on a straight line to Gallup. The
water supply on the projected road is
just as good as over the present roads.
A careful study of the system of
banking, currency and coinage adopt
ed by the principal nations of Europe
convinces me that our system when
cured of a few defects developed by
time, founded upon the bimetallic
coinage of gold and silver, maintained
at par with each other, with free national banks established in every city
and town of importance in the United
States issuing their notes secured beyond doubt by United States bonds or
some equivalent security, redeemable
on demand in United States notes and
treasury notes equal to the amount
now outstanding, with a provision for
a ratable increase with the increase
of population, always redeemable in
coin, supported by an ample re.ierve
of coin in the treasury, not to be invaded. By deficiencies of revenue
jad separated by the subtreasury system from all connection with the receipts and expenditures of the government such a system would make our
money current in commercial circles
in every land and clime, better than
the best that now exists in Europe,
better than that of Great Britian, which
now holds the purse stiings of the
world. Senator Sherman.

Overloaded With Apples.
There are approximately
14,000
caes of Farmington apples on hand
in Durango, and about 300,000 pounds
in the hands of San Juan county fruit
raisers yet to be marketed. The big
markets of Colorado. Denver, Pueblo,
Colorado Springs, Leadville and Crip
pie Creek are overloaded with eastern
apples whieh were shipptd in during
the rate war between trans Missouri
lines lust fall. While the Farmington
apples are of superior quality their
price must be sufficiently low to compete with the eastern product in these
markets or they cannot be sold. The
D. & R. G. has made a rate of GO cents
per hundred on these appleB from Durango to ail of the points aforementioned and has done every tiling in its
power to create a demand for them,
but it seems that holders of apples
here cannot put a price on them which
with freight added will place them on
the market at a profit. The question
ie, will it pay to hold on until a better
price can be had, or let the apples rot?
It seems to us that a good plan would
be to market the apples at any price
than to have them spoil; and with a
demand established throughout the
slate for next year's crop the loss, if
any, will be made up and a substantial
profit realized. The conditions whieh
have prevailed this season regarding
railroad rates are not liable to prevail
again next year or for many years,
atid with the regular freight rates
from tho cast in operation, a good
market for as large crop as the fruit
growers of San Juan county can possibly raise is assured. Durango Herald
Jan. 20.
The Herald this morning under the
heading, "Overloaded with Apples,"
does the commission merchants of
this oity rank injustice. In the first

place they are not overloaded with
apples. Durango as a wholesale center has necessarily to keep on hand a
good supply of of apples and there are
as we are informed by leading commission merchants not more than
11,000 boxes of apples now on hand in
Durango. In the second place there
is not the slightest danger of the apples on hand ratting. The article in
the Herald will doubtless result in San
Juan county fruit raisers keeping
their apples at home or seeking other
markets; for should the impression
get abroad among them that the
Durango market is glutted they will
not be very apt to come to it. And
then the article may deter outside
dealers from buying here for fear the
quality may not be up to the stai.dard
as the Herald speaks of their rotting.
The Wage Earner is authorized by a
number of the leading merchants of
tho uity to say that there is not an
overstock of apples in Durango, and
there is here a good market for them,
and that the outside demand is entirely sufficient to take care of all on
hand as well as all that is still in the
country. Durango
Wage
lower
Earner.
Ami the difference between the San
Juan county producers' price and the
consumers' price fetill continues appalling.
Election or Officers.
At the meeting of the Lincoln Post
G. A. R., held on Saturaay, January
25tb, 1890, the following officers were
elected for the enduing year:
P. C.-- S. T. Maupin.
8. V.

C.--

J.

C.- -F.

V.

J. Gilmore.
V. Williams.
M. F. Whvte.

A.

Ac'jt.-- T.

A. Sever.
Surg. James Scott.
Chap. N. L. Hayden.
O. D. M. L.Page.
O. G. H. U. King.
S. M.-- W.
Weston.
Q. M. S. James Sparrow

You can earn $5 each day "giving"
our absolutely indispensible household article away. New plan of work
making experience unneccessary and
success certain for either sex in any
section. Sample dozen free. Credit
given. Freight paid. Address, Mel-rose Mf. Co., 17, Melrose park, III.
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Coal delivered in Farmington a
ton by Noel Bros., Fruitland,

$3 50 a
N. M.

R. H,

Woods,

Griffin, Treasurer

At Very

Prices.
Call and Be Convinced.

FARMINGTON, N. M.
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Williams & Cooper,

Farmington, N. M.

Accommodations

First-Clas- s

Reasonable Rates.

At

Farmington

New Mexico
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:

Mrs. Lucy England,

DRESS MAKER AND MILLINER.
Class

Line

of Millinery

Goods.

FARMINGTON

Sella Guild

D

FASHIONABLE

First

H F R. GRAHAM H
A
A
R The Hardware Dealer. R

NEW MEXICO

C

hciiper than Anybody Kls for Cash.

COUNTY

BANX

W

W Steel Bale Ties,

Paints and Glass, A
A
R
R
E Durango, Colo. E
OPPOSITE

THE SAN JUAN

D

CIDER MILLS,

POSTOFFICE

Aztec, N. M.

Capital Stock

-

-

$30,000.00

W. S.
Does a general banking business.
In
terest paid on time deposits.

Dr.

an Juan Lime
FARMINGTON

NEW MEXICO

THE

mn Hi I.

and SURGEON,

FARMINGTON,

The publishers of that great Philadelphia literary success, the Ladies'
Every Saturday, are offering another

F. M. Pierce, Agent.

A. Rosenthal,

PHYSICIAN

ooul Notes.
Nettie Moss visited school Tuesday
.(

MITCHELL,

Manufacturer of and Dealer in

A3sistant Cashier.

The compulsory educational lav
discussed at the literary next
Saturday night.

LoAV

Propr.

A. LAUGHREN,

.sec.

will be

tloiiilc.

Ste,

Dr? Goods, Boots ant

F. M. SALYER.
STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
Irrigation Engineer.
Surveying, etc.

Robert C. Prewitt,
Charles V. Safford, Cashier.

.

- -

On

For sale, two lots in Hunter addi
tion, a bargain, Times.

George S. Hood, Chairman,
Hugh

For Cash

1

Q. M.

Notice.
The undersigned commissioners of
the Independent ditch will sell to the
lowest bidder the cleaning and operating said ditch for this year. The bids
are to be in by the 22d of Feb , 1896.
This company is organized under the
late law of New Mexico, governing
community ditches. The laws of the
company are such as to securo the
assessments for operating the ditch
with the stock; also a penalty for
delinquency to assure prompt payment. For particulars see, R. H.

Big Discount

N- -

M.

RESTAURANT

popular educational competition with
Meals at all Hours.
many beautiful rewards consisting of
a handsomo gold watch, a pneumatic
E. K. HILL,
bicyle, pair of genuine diamond earrings, handsome silk dress pattern,
N. MEX
imported music box, china dinner FARMINGTON,
service, coin silver watch, banquet
lamp, fif teen volumes of Dickens complete works, camera, phonoharps, etc.
toUiose able to make the largest lists
of words from letters contained in
you ... e about to buy a Sewing; Machlns
LIBERTY B E L L, not using oWhen
not be lc ..tred by alluring advertisement!
the same letter in any word more nd bo led to think you can get the best made,
Itelt hnibhed and
times than it is contained in the text.
I" tddition they also offer a valuable
n mere sonfr. See to it that
consolation reward to each of the 50
.
reliable
from whom tho first list is received on I. s from
that have gained a
by
eputatlon
honest
and squaro
conUining not less than 100 words onling,
you will then get a
madt from letters contained in Libercwin; Machine that is noted
vvurid over for itH duraty Be'.l. The Ladies' Every Saturday 'is
bility. You want the one that
is becoming famous, not only as a s easiest to manage and is
high daw illustrated weekly for wojl
i
r.
men ad the home butalso on account
of its enterprise and lioerality in these
There is none in tho world that
can equal in mechanical con- educational contests.
Any of our
sti uction, durability ot working
piirts, fineness of finish, beauty
readersiinterested can secure a copy
in nppearance, or has as many
by enclosing three
Improvements as the
stamps to
tho Ladies Every Saturday, dept. C
No. 920 ValnutSt. Philadelphia, Pa.

'JE 'm HE BEST

PROP.

W. B. KORN,

First Class Wines, Liquors, and Cigars
Visitors Cordially Invited.

FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO.

lost Popular

.
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New Hom:

First c'ass household furniture .anH
a good hirse for sale. Apply at Tho

Times office.

J.

Ja

inchester
ShotGuns
and

Best

catin9

RIFbES,

Ammunition,

in

the World.

It has Automatic Tension, Double Peed, nlik
on both tides of needle fatented),m other ha;

it ; New Stand patented), driving wheel hinged
in ad justable centers, thus reducing friction to

he minimum.

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS.

ThiehofF

-

A0TARV PUBLIC.
LARGO

v
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NEW MEXICO

THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE CO.
Oiakob, Mam. Boston, Mm. 8 Uotok OociM,
Cucioo, III. St. Locus, Mo. Dilus,Oa.Teju.
Sax rmincnoo, C'u Atlanta,
FOR SALE BY

K.

T

WlN01E3Efc RErWING ARn&Xk
S19 N. 11th

St., St. Louis, Mo.
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OUR GRAND I)1ST RICT
ONE OF THE GARDEN SPOTS
OP THE WORLD.

Abundant Water and
Other Inducement!) Offered

frVrtile Soil

to Home Seekers.
KuimN M. Bureau of I mmigration Report.
This county ih 0D6 of the gardeD

upotH of the world, aud lies on the
western slope of the great continental divide, being part of tbe PaAside from its great
cific water-shed- .
resources us an agricultural and stock
four try its sceuery is very beautiful.
On all sides great rocky musses,

liroken into picturesque formations,
are to be seen across wide, fertile
vulleys. The couuty is wutered by
three large rivers, and from their
junction below Farmington the view
is gram! aud impressive.
FAItM LAND ON THE SAN JUAN.

In this valley, from a point about
ten miles above Lurgo, there is a
nurrow strip of bottom land on each

At the town of
Lurgo the river bottom widens out
into rolling mesas uud bottom lauds
which are uvailuble for cultivation.
The most important of these tracts
are known us the Bloomtield and Solomon mesas, which, with the bottom
lauds uuder them, will aggregate
somewhat over 20,000 acres. They
are on the uorth Bide of the river.
From thence to the junction of the
Animas, the mesa lands are broken
into detached plateaus rather difficult
to irrigate. The Animas and La
Plata empty into the San Juan near
Farmiugton. On the two points of
land formed by the rivers are about
12.000 or 15,000 acres of tine laud all
uuder ditch. Beginning then ut the
mouth of the La Plata, uud for twenty
miles dowu the San J nun, to where
it breaks through the Hogback, (u
Hue of low bills) there is a continuous series of mesus with about a mile
wide of bottom land. A little over
15,000 here are now uuder ditch. To
the uorth of this are a series of high
meadows, or vegus, estimated to contain 44,000 acres. Besides this, and
to be properly considered in the San
Juan basin, are the lands on either
side of the Canon Lurgo, Canon
Blanco and Cauou Gallego, These
will iuclude the land along the river
and down to- the sixth correction
line, ncrth; south of this liue there
townships of land,
are twenty-fouthe water facilities of which are only
about the average of the and region.
They are covered by the headwaters
of the Bio Ohaco or Chnsco and the
Amarillo. At present this land is
devoted to cuttle and sheep ruiBiug.
but the prospects of using u consid
erablear"aof this laud for agriculture
are very l'avorable. At present there
is no demand for it and most of it is
public luud.
It muy be said, therefore, that in
the immediate Sun Juan valley there
Bre about 60,000 acres of laud, about
50,000 acres of which are now under
ditch, A large area outside of this,
on tin high mesus. is susceptible of
irrigation, and will uliimately be
added to the irrigable area by means
of high line ditches.

diile of the river.

-

r

THE ANIMAS VALLEY.

The Animas river enters tbe county
just eust of the 108th meridian. It
is formed by the junction of two important torrential streams, and will
irrigate, if properly haudled, 40,000
acres of fruit land. Of this amount
10,000 or 12,000 acres are already
under ditch, and it would not be wise
to advise large settlement on any
new lands, unless some scheme were
devised bv which the whole amount
of the water could be handled by
some comprehensive authority. This
river flews thirty miles within San
Juan county. The farming landB
begin at Coxs crossing and take in a
trip varying from a quarter of a
mile to three miles in width and
about twenty five miles in length.
The Animas has a minimum flow of
2000 cubic feet per second. One of
the peculiaiitier of this and the San
Juan river is that the bottoms are
composed of beds of small, round,
water-wor- n
boulders of unknown
depth. More water Hows in this
boulder bed than on the surface.
Along in the river valley proper
there are about 18.000 acres of good
land, the most important area of
which is from Aztec to below Flora
Vista.
FARMINOTON GLADE.

Besides the valley of the Animas
there is an important area of land
included in the Farmington Glade,
an introvale between the Animas and
La Plata rivers. It is a Btrip of
country two or three miles wide by
eighteen miles long. It will aggregate 25,000 acres of good irrigable
land well adapted to rruu raising.
In the glade, and beginning at about
the latitude of Aztec, is a fine body
f public land, subject to desert
land entry, that would make homes
for a small colony. The ditch would
be comparatively inexpensive as a
natural opening in the hillside affords
eafryentranoe to the glade. If water

bought to tb

place there

.8

uu ueuer piece 01 land lor raising
leciduous fruits. It is protected,

feitiia

aDd

beautiful.

THE LA PLATA VALLEY.

The Lh Plata river flows in a deep,
sandy bed, and ita waters generally
dishppear in the last week in August
or the first week of September. On
the upper part of this river after it
enters Wan Juan county there are
about 8000 ucres cultivated; and at
Jackson, near its
there is
a small Mormon colony, who till
about 1000 acres. The river has an
avenige full of forty feet to the mile,
is about thirty feet wide and has a
mean averuge flow of about 250 cubic
feet, per second. J he ultimate
of lands in the Ld Plata
valley will be lurge.
mid-cours-

ACTUAL

It will

CROPS

e,

WATER RESOURCES.

be seeu from the foregoing

that there are available from these
three rivers 6250 cubic feet of water
per second. At the low estimate of
160 ucres to euch cubic foot, this is
sufficient to irrigate 1,000,000 acres
of land
According to a couuty
pamphlet issued for circulation at
the World's fair, there are 175,000
ucres uvuiluble for irrigation, lu
uddition to the value of the water for
irrigation, it is a constant source of
water power. The San Juan and
Animas are constaut streams, not
allected by tue most enduring drouth.
The wasted power of their waters
would furnish heat, light and electrical motive force far in excess of
Htiy possible need of this county. At
present the only use made of all this
wealth of water is to irrigate about
25,()0O acres, the larger purt of which
ih under ditches owned by small associations of farmers.
AZTEC

LABOO.

This town may be considered the
center of population on the upper
San Juan. Taking in with it the
little settlement on Pine river and at
Bloomtield, the population if between
1000 and 1200 persons, the majority
of whom are of Spanish descent.
The high culture of the fields, orchards and vineyards speaks well f jr
the progress of the community.

.

The racdern civilization has followed the same lines of settlementas
did the ancient. Aztec is the couuty
seat, situated on the southeast bank
of the Animas. It bus a bank, several
large stores, hotel and livery and
stuge stables. The county jail is a
well built, steel lined adobe structure.
The surrounding country is well
cutivated, the farms extending up
and down the river for several miles.
At this point the vulley is about two
miles wide. Fruit, alfalfa, grain,
potatoes and all the root crops give
abundant harvests. Apples and tomatoes seem peculiarly adapted to
the soil. The population of the town
and surrounding I'ouutry is between
550 aud 600 persons.

Questions Answered.

cost, thus making sheep raising a
profitable industry. The native sheep
tilizing land.
make a most excellent cross to breed
Every kind of deciduous fruit can the mutton producing strains of eastern sheep to.
be raised here.
As a fruit raising country the San
Juan has no equal,
Water can be put on arid land at a
GIVEN AWAV TO INVENTORS.
cost of from $2 to $15 per acre.
$150.00 every month gin away to any one who apNew Mexico took tirat prize for plies
through us for the most meritorious patent duriag
the month preceding.
wheat at the World's fair, and second
We secure the beat patents for our clients,
and the object of this offer is to encourage inventors to
for oats.
keep track of their bright ideas.
At the same tunc wt
The last census gives thirty acres wish to impress upon the public the (act that
as the average size of au irrigated IT 'S THE SIMPLE, TRIVIAL INVENTIONS
THAT YIELD FORTUNES.
farm in New Mexico.
" which can be easily slid up
such as the
As a health resort for persons with and down without breaking
the passenger's back,
weak lungs San Juan county has
and a thousand other little things that mo:
any one cm find a way of improing; and these simple
few peers and no superiors.
inventions are the ones that bring largest returns to tht
author.
Try to think of something to invent.
Rough lumber here is worth $25
IT
IS
NOT SO HARD AS IT SEEMS.
per thousand, brick $8 per thousand,
Patents t.ilten out through us receive snecial notice in
and lime 40 cents per bushel
the " National Recorder, published at Washington.
C. , which is the Dest newspaper published in America
Fire clay is found in large quanti- inD. the
interests of inventors. We furnish r vear's subscription to thisjournal, free of cost, to all
t r client;
ties on the lower San Juan, and a fine We also advertise, free of
cost, the invention e.ch month
which wins our $150 prixe, and hundreds of thousands
quality of fire brick can be manufacof copies of the "National Recorder." containing a
sketch of the winner, and a description of his invention,
tured at a nominal cost.
will be scattered throughout the United States amonc
Experts pronounce the San Juan capitalists and manufacturers, thus bringing
to then
attention the merits of the invention.
coal as a steam producing coal far
All communications regarded strictly confidential.
Address
above the average, if not the very
JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO.,
best quality in the world.
Solicitors of American and Foreign Patents,
618 F Street, N.W.,
Any information relative to the
Box 385.
Washington. D. C.
county not given in the columns of
Ktjcrtnct editor of this fatr. Writs Jreur
SOjagt fianithlet, FREE.
The Timk8 will be cheerfully fur
nished upon application to the pub

Irrigation is the best means of

fer-

$1800.00

Th first trees were planted in this
county ten years ago, and as an experiment seemed very doubtful. The
first settlers were principally cattle
men, who knew little about farming.
They profited by their first mistakes,
however, and prospered, so that the
reputetion of these valleys is known
all over the southwest. Thesouthern
towns of Colarado, outside the San
Luis valley, are almost wholly supplied from the San Juan orchards.
So remunerative has fruit culture
proved that iu 1891 23.000 trees were
planted, and iu 1892 about 50,000
The planting of 1893 is not yet accurately known, but will show a ratio
of progress. Last year at the Albuquerque Territorial fair the fruits of
this county took the sweepstakes
prize. The peaches in some instances
measured nine inches in circumference, apples thirteen to fourteen
inches and weighed sixteen to nineteen ounces. Single acres of fruit
land return from $400 to $500; and
iu one orchard near Farmiugton are
three trees, of whose yield uu ac- Usher.
curate account has been kept for four
Water rights in company ditches
years past,, that show an average re cost from
$2 to $15 per acre, with an
t urn of $53 per tree.
additional cost of from $1 to $2 anCereals of all kindB are grown here, nually per acre to pay for repairs. In
wheat yielding 20 to 40 bushels per most cases this annual assessment
be worked out.
acre; oats, 30 to 80 bushels; barley, 30 can
to 60 bushels; rye, 15 to 30 bushels;
Sheep do well in this county. Scab
corn, 25 to 50 buBbels. A ready sale and other sheep diseases are unknown
is found nt good prices. Current here. Thousands of acres of gov
prices for 1893 were as follows: ernrnent land are contiguous to the
Wheat, per cwt.. $1.40; oats, $1.50; streams and watering places on which
barley. $1.40; corn, $1.50; bran, per they chh graze nearly every month in
ton, $18 Vegetables of every variety tbe year. Large bunches of the
flourish, from the hardier vurieties, wethers can be fattened on alfalfa
such us Irish potatoes, turnips aud hay during the winter, and the main
beets, to tbe more tender melons, egg- flocks earned over on it at a small
plants, tomatoes, etc.

FLORA VISTA.

This little villuge and vicinity has
u population of about 250 souls. It
is situated at about tne wiliest, part
of the Auimas valley, seven miles
from Aztec, raises the same crops
and its orchards are spreading; alfalfa tields have a particularly good
appearauce.
FARMINOTON.

Farmington and Junction Cityf are
situated at the mouth of the Auimas.
The population is about the same as
at Aztec. The location is very beautiful. At this point the full scenic
beauty of the valley reveals itself.
From a little hill overlooking the
towuasoli.l plantation of three or
four square miles, including orchards,
alfulfu tieids. gruin and meadow is
seen. Uere is at present the densest
population of the county and the
widest spread of cultivation. The
three valleys here converge into the
main valley of the San Juan. There
are severul good stores, publicntables,
good schools aud general facilities.
Near this towu are located several
brick kilns, a saw mill and a roller
process flour mill. It is a very pretty,
place. Its citizens are full
of euergy and public spirit.
go-ahe-

LA PLATA.

T lis place can hardly be called a
town. It is a compact farming community, however, of about seventy
well cultivated homesteads at the
head of the La Plata valley. On the
western side the land rises in three
terraces, one over the other, every
one or which is highly cultivated.
The sight would remind one more of
a French landscipe than a western
community as yet removed from
railrouds, and ten years ago given
over to the Indians as a huuting
ground. Alfalfa and fruit are the
principal productions. This purt of
the county is a very picture in its
The Aztecs
picturesque fertility.
also thought well of it, and many of
their monuments in the shape of
rudely pictured and sculptured rocks
abound.
THE LOWER SAN JDAN.

Olio, Fruitland and Jewett are situated on the San Juan below its
junction with the La Plata. The
population of the three is about 600
persons. Tbe greater part of the
land is nnder a fine modern canal
and in a high state of cultivation. At
Fruitland is one small orchard of
seven acres from which the annual
net return has been over $2,500 per
annum for the past five vears. This
is the property of the resident Mormon bishop and is cultivated according to the theorv of his neotile that a
small place well cared for is more
valuable than broad acreage poorly
farmed. It is one of the best instances
of intensive culture in the territory

"sauce-pan,-

"collar-button-

"

"nut-lock,- "

ly

COPYRIGHTS.

CASf I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a
ftn3 an honest opinion, writo to
E.?1PL
NN fc CO., who have had nearly Hfty jeair'
experience In tue patent business. Communications strictly confidential. A Ilnndhook of in.
formation concerning Patent, and how to obtain thorn sent free. Also a catalogue ol meciuuv
leal and sclentldc books sent free.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
special notice In the Scientific A nicrlcan, ud
thus are brought widely before the public with,
put cost to the inventor. This splendid paper
sued weekly, elegantly Illustrated, has by far th
arB?it Simulation of any scientiflc work In Ue
w!fl1?
2: yettr- - Sample copies
free.
Building Edition, month'.y, VL.H) asent
year. Slnala
conies, 110 cents. Every number contains bean,
tiful plates, In colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show th
tev. deBlgns and secure contracts. Address
mlnn & co New Yoke, aui Rhodwat

ALFALFA

Is, however, the staple crop in this
county; drouth is not to be feared
uud neither frost nor cold endanger
it. Owing to the advantageous situation of tbe county the farmers have
taken to fattening beef cattle. For
this purpose the sales of alfulfu are
lurge, frequently amounting to from
500 to 1000 tons to a single buyer.
From 1891 to 1892 tbe increase in
alfalfa production amounted 7000
tons. The avrave yield per aere is
from 4 to 10 tons.
MINERAL

WEALTH.

whole county is underlaid
with coai. The beds have rot been
prospected to any extent. Tbey are
known, however, to contain almost
unlimited quantities of coal. On the
San Juan river, opposite Fruitland,
is a truly notable exposure of this valuable fuel. It stands above the river
34 feet and is over 300 feet loug, and
extends back into the bluff on a very
slight dip, it is supposed for miles, as
there is an immense mesa stretching
in that direction. Immediately across
on the north side of the river other
huge beds appear, and these then
stretch up the La Plata for nearly
fifty miles. This coal is a hard, free
burning quality. An experienced
Cornwall miner, who is working one
of these veins on the La Plata, says
he never saw mines so easily opened
or that so quickly yielded good merchantable coal. All that seems to be
necessary is to strip tbe outer layer,
which has beeu exposed to the
weather for ages, and the tine, glittering material is found, free from
slate or "bone" and ready for use.
Some difference of opinion exists as
to the quality of this coal, but the
bureau of immigration can state on
the authority of its agent that it is
of a good coking character. Some of
it, in his presence, was covered with
sand and tired on the ground and in
a tine
it short time was roasted into
silver coke with a ring like metal.
The coal in this county is usunily
found in a thick strata between slate
ana sandstone of a very fine grain.
It is said that gold and metallic
iron can be found; and the best
building stone, both sandstone and
granite, abound. The best mining
camps of Colorado ind splendid mineral belts in New Mexico are contigWhen railroads penetrate
uous.
this county the neighborhood of Olic
will afford splendid opportunities fot
large smelters.
ThiB

8inne the foregoing wr published by the
of immigration the flour mill was destroyed
by fire, but will be robuilt tht. summer.
tJunction C'ity is just across the Animal froir
Farming Ion, but depends on Farmington mer-hants for supplies.

Patented land with water can be
had at from $15 to S50 per acre. Be
sides this there are thousands of
acres of government, land that can be
had for the cost of filing on it.
Among the many enterprises which
would flourish in this county may be
mentioned a wool scouring plant and
woolen mills. Water and coal are
abundant and free. The only expense will be in developing.
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name implies, gives in
FOR
readable form the best
that appears in the other
great magazines all over
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With the recent extram .
increase of worthy periodicals, these
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Aside from these departments, the editorial
(A
and contributed features of the Review of Reviews are then
rft
IrH
equal in extent to a magazine. The Editor's " Progress of the W
6l
'
an invaluable chronicle of the happenings of the thirty days ju;
P
with pictures on every page of the men and
THREE
women who have made the history of the month.
'.'Pi
RECENT
The Littrary World says: "We are deeply
.Pi
SAMPLES
impressed from month to month with the value
Ur)
of the 'Review of Reviews,' which is a sort
'Mrt
of Eiffel Tower for the survey of the whole
field of periodical literature.
And yet it has a mind and voice of its
own, and speaks out with decision and ser.se on '.II public topics of S kP)
lr5
the hour. It is a singular combination of the monthly magazine an.
the daily newspaper. It is daily in iti fresnness
It is the world
it is monthly in its method.
Agents find it
under a field glass."
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Which
Shall It Be ?
Your orders for High Grade Sewing Machines, Bicycles, Vehicles, Baby
Carriages, etc., placed with local and retail dealers with three to six middlemen's profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost. If you are a money saver there
can be no doubt as to your decision. Write to day for one of our illustrated
catalogues and note the unapproachable bargains we are offering 30 different style Sewing Machines, ranging in price from $8.00 to $30.00 Bicycles,
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to $75.00. Those of the latter price being
equal to wheels sold by agents and dealers at $125.00. We show 150 designs
In Baby Carriages the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, many
direct importations. We handle everything under the sun in tho
VEHICLE AND HARNESS LINE. BUGGIES. CARRIAGES. PHAETONS. ROAD WAGONS. CARTS, HARNESS. SADDLES, ETC.,
at prices out of reach of competition.
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS wc show an
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
actual cost to build. In writing for catalogues, state which to send, as we have a special catalogue for each line. Address in full
CASH
B848.

159-1-
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BUYERS' UNION,
W. Van Burea St., CHICAGO, ILL.
.
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SCIATIC

RHEUMATISM

AND

SPOTTER'S

ITS

WARNING.

CURE.
From the Gazette, Burlington, low.
The story of Mr. Tatar's nearly fatal attack of sciatic rheumatism is familiar to
his large circle of acquaintances, but for
the
t of othert and those similarly
afflicted the Gazette has investigated the
matter for publication. Mr. Talor is Secretary and Treasurer for the Commercial
rnntinp UompaUT, with offices in the
Hedge Block and resides at 417 Basset
Street. Burlington. Ia. A Gazette man
sought an interview with Mr. Tabor at his
place of business today, ocd, although he
was busily eugaged with iniiierativedutles,
he talked freely and feoliugly on the sub-jeof his recent severe sickness and subsequent wonderful cure.
Mid Mr. Tabor. "I can safely say
that lama well man. that is. my old trouble
with rheumatism has entirelv disappeared,
but I am still taking Pink Pills and will
keep on taking them as long as I continue
to grow stronger and healthier, as I have
been every day since I began to use them.
You will not wonder at :uy profound faith
in the merits of Dr. Williams' 1'iuk Pills for
Pale People niter you have heard what I
have to tell you About one year ago I was
stricken suddenly with sciatic rheumatism
and was confined to my bed. It grew worse
and rapidly assumed "the form of inflammatory rheumatism. I suffered constant and
acute pains and all the tortures which that
horrible disease is capable of inflicting. At
length under the constant care of a local
physician 1 was enabled to return to my
work, but only at intervals. Severe attacks
would appear regularly in my back and
descend into my leg anil foot. aud threat- enod to make me a permanent cripple. I
tried various remedies for rheumatism, but
without any beneficial results. Igrewpale.
weak and haggard, and my family and
friends grew alarmed at my condition.
"About eight weeks ago my mother induced me to take r. Williams' Pink Pills
for i'ale People, and you know the result.
had used one box I felt greatly
Before
relieved and much stronger. I continued
their use and improved rapidly, I huve
now taken eight boxes find feel like a now
man and completely cured, all of which is
due to the eilicacy of Pink Pills. They are
Invigorating' and thoroughly wholesome,
and have helped mo in every way."
Iu reply to inquiries Mr Henry, the druggist, stated that Ur. Williams' Pink Pills
were having a large sale that it was particular! gratifying to him to know that
the oUStomere them elves were highly
pleased with the benefits that thev had
derived from their use; that many of them
stated that the pills were the only medium
that had done them any good; that they
not only gave quick relict but permanent
benefit. That the pills uo sell and that the
pills do cure is a certainty.
inacon-dense- d
Lr. Williams' Pink
form, all the elements necessary to
give new life and richness to the blood nnd
restore shattered nerves. In men they effect
a radical cure in all cases arising from mental worry, overwork or excesses of whatever nature. Pink Pills are old in boxes
only at 50 cents a box or dx boxes for 2.50,
and may be had of all druggists, or direct
by mail from Dr. Williams' Medicine Co.,
Bchenectadr V V.
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CAVE HIMSELF AWAY.
And

by

Knowing Too Much Lost the
Chance to Learn More.

A

stranger, with

meek-looki-

a

dis-

tinct ministerial air. applied for
'o look over a large rubber factory. He know nothing at all about the
rubber business, he salt!, and after a
little hesitation he was admitted. The
supi rinti ndent showed him about in
person, and the man's questions and
comments seemed to come from the
densest ignorance. Finally, when the
grinding room was reached, he lingered
a little ;uul asked in a hesitating way:
"Couldn't 1 have a specimen of that
curb ,:;: Btuff for my cabinet?"
"Certainly," replied the superintendent, although it was a compound the
se cret of which was worth thousand!
of dollars; "certainly, cut off as much
as you wish." With eager steps the
visitor approached the roll of gum, took
out his knife, wet the b'.ade in his
mouth, .'.ml "slop right where you
are!" said the superintendent, laying
a heavy hand upon the stranger'
"you're a fraud and a thief. You didn'l
learn in a pulpit that a dry knife won'l
cut rubber." So saying, he showed the
impo.-ic- r
the door, and the secret was
still safe.

PROTECTS LEER; OF "ROYAL"
Baking Powder

oiupany Wins Its Case
iti-Conrt.
The decision of Judge Show waiter in
a recenl ise thai came up before him

yA

!.

P

1

1

ghastly apparition. A miner's daughter
had been cruelly murdered here In the
Gulch years ago, and on every gusty,
moonlight night her face was seen at
some shanty window, and here Carl
paused in his hurried race, for he remembered the end of the tradition.
"To see that face means death or
trouble," he whispered in the darkness,
and then he grasped his stout stick
tighter. "There's always trouble in the
world," he muttered philosophically,
"and If it wasn't for Kitty I should
say-tha-

t

death was welcome."
He caught his hat just as an eddying
gust raised it deftly from his head, and
then seeing how foolish was his search
in this shadowy darkness, turned
slow ly from the task he had undertaken
and went back to his book in the little

shanty.
It was a copy

that he was

of Poe

reading, and as he picked it up again
he was amazed to find that the page
where he had stopped so suddenly had
been completely torn across the middle.
He stared at it vacantly at first, but
there It was, the beautiful rhythm of
"Annabel Lee" torn In a jagged line, as
if by hasty fingers, and search where
he would in the humble cabin the other
half of the page was nowhere to be
found.
Carl sat down with his back to the
window and began to ferret the matter
out.
"It was bad enough for her to scare
mo half out of my senses," he solilo- quized, "but to come In while I was
searching the place over for her and
tear my book is a little too mean for
anything." He looked at the Injured
volume ruefully and shook his head.
"Not another to be found within a
thousand miles, I'll wager," he muttered, bitterly, "and to think that 'Annabel Lee,' the prettiest puem in the
whole copy, should be the one she chose
to damage!"
And then he began thinking over the
story of the murdered maiden. 3he had
;,
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sustains the claims of the Royal company to the exclusive use of the name
"Hoy,,;'' as n trademark for its linking
'Fiji' special Importance of
powder,
ibis decision consists In the protection
which assures to the millions of consumers of Royal baking powder against
inferior and unwholesome compounds,
f this article 1ms mused
The sci llcn
it to be highly esteemed and largely
used almost the world over. Its high
standard of quality having been always
maintained, consumers have come to
rely Implicitly upon the "Royal" brand
os tho most wholesome and efficient of
any In the market. The cupidity of
oiler manufacturers Is excited by this
high reputation and large demand.
Very fetv of the hundreds of baking
powders on the market are safe to
use. If their makers could si ll them
under the name of a well known, reputable brand Incalculable damage would
be done to tln public health by the
The determination of the
deception,
Royal Baking Powder Company to pro-trtile users of the Loyal baking
powder against imitators by a rigid
prosecution of them makes such imitations of its brand extremely rare.
i

Kelvin Desklna Guilty.
Pueblo, Colo.. Doe. 7. The jury this

morning brought In a verdict of voluntary manslaghter against Melvin
who shot Juan Muuoz two weeks
Des-kin-

;

QUEER, white face,
ghastly as deatb,
glared In at tho
of
window
Cail
Manning's shanty.
,
Carl looked up from
-- 9
HI all
his book instinct- I,.
i i
nu uuuI 1near i
i i n
no
sound,
but h?
"nsV
"?i felt the presence.
nf
and just then the
moon broke clear
from behind a cloud and he saw the
ghastly face distinctly.
"My God! How horrible!" he cried
involuntarily, and then, as the face disappeared as suddenly as It came, he
caught his hat from the peg by the door
and rushed out into the darkness after
it.
Carl had been at Little Gulch only a
short time, but even a trifling stay waa
long enough to learn the story of that

Carl recovered himself Instantly am
leaning back, now perfectly composed,
placed his elbow on the rude pine mantel.
"You are six to one, Mr. Johnson," ho
said coldly. "If you are not afraid of
me, send your men outside and we will
have a word in private."
The moment his words escaped his
lips he was surprised at the consternation that he saw before him. In an
instant it occurred to him that they, too,
had seen the apparition, and were
thoroughly frightened of the darkness.
"There's no use talkin' to us tonight," the man Johnson said, with a
perceptible shudder, "for we've seen
the Spirit of the Gulch, an' one an' all
we've had our warnin'."
Then as if the courage of his crowd
rested alone on prompt activity, ho
drew a long, black rope from his pocket
and looped it over a convenient rafter.
Carl Manning braced himself and
looked the man squarely in the eye as
he finished his ominous contrivance.
"Call me what vou will." he said
I came out here in the inter- quietly
ests of the mine to learn exactly what
you were doing. If you were honest
you would not fear me, but as you are
only a pack of thieves and murderers
you tremble at my presence here and
have brought your gang of six to one
to shoot me down or hang me."
Then he folded his arms and raised
his head and his voice rang out determinedly:
"tyo your worst, you pack of ravening wolves! Lay your plans to destroy
my work plot your brave schemes tc
take my life prepare the noose, the
rope, the knife, have everything ready
to add one more murder to your list,
and then then lay your hands upon me
If you dare!" And his eyes glared at
them savagely with tho fury of an
angry tiger.
Hardly had his voice ceased to echo
through the shanty when one of the
ruffians sprang forward with a shout
and snatched his pistol from the table.
"He is unarmed! Take him by force!'
he shouted, viciously, and the whole
gang surged forward together as if tc
tear his limbs asunder.
"Stand back!" Carl's voice rang out
boldly, then quick as lightning his arm
shot forth and a blow felled the nearest
brute to the lloor. Then, just as lie recovered himself for a second attack,
his eyes were drawn irresistibly toward tho window, where once more the
ghastly face of the girl peered in upon
the scene before her.
"Look there!" Carl whispered tragically, as he pointed toward the window.
"There is the ghost of your murdered
girl! How dare you think to slay an-

..:...:

A Face Glared In at the Window,
been foully killed by a jealous lover,
they said, and now no man at the Little Gulch but dreaded her acts of ghost-l- v
vensreance. It was a romantic story
In its way, and the more he thought of
it the more It came to him that "Anna- bel Lee was not so inappropriate
after all, and might bring some comfort
to the Hitting spirit. For Carl 'as sure
it was none other than the ghostly visitor at his window who had entered his
cabin in his absence, and now, yes,
there was another presence In the
casing, but for a moment he found it
absolutely impossible for him to turn
around and face it.
But It was not necessary for him to
look this time, for his visitors were
each and all most tangible and moreover they were eager to make known
their presence.
Carl sprang to his feet in amazement
when a half dozen rough-cla- d
miners
slouched through tho door and stood
In a threatening group before him. He
knew Instantly why they bad come,
and then, curiously enough, the warning of the dead girl's face flashed suddenly upon him.
"Too bad she couldn't hav -- eeped In
at me sooner," he muttered beneath
his breath, "for then at least I could
have had my weapon and been ready
for this gang of ruffians."
"You be a little surprised tew see we
'uns," the foremost of his visitors said
coarsely, as he noticed Carl's evident
agitation. "You thought you'd kivered
your tracks, you dog, an' that we wuz
all so stoopid in the Gulch 'at we
wouldn't find out you wuz a spotter."

In the town of Athy, ouo Jeremy Lanlcan
Iiattered away till he hadn't a pound;
Ills father he died and made him a man
again,
Left him a house and ten acres of ground!
lie gave a grand party to friends and relations,

Who wouldn't forget him If he went to the
wall:
And If you'll just listen, I'll uiuUe your eyas
glisten,
Witu the rows and the ructions of
Ball.
Mvself, to bo sure, got free Invitations,
For all the nice boys and girls I'd ask.
And iu lets than a mluute the friends and
relations
Were dancing as merry us bees 'round a
cask.
Miss Katie CVHara .the nice little milliner.
Tipped me the wink for to give her a call,
And soon I arrived with Timothy Uleuulhor,
Just In time for Lanlgan's Ball
There were lashlns of punch, and wlae for
the ladles,
Potatoes and cakes and bacon and tay,
The Nolans, the DohUM, and all the O'Urady.
Were courting the girls and dancing away.
Songs they sung as plenty as water.
From The Harp That Once Through Tarn's
Ould Hall.
To Sweet Nellie Gray and The Hateatcher's
Daughter,
All singing together at Lautgan's Ball.
They were starting all sorts of uonseuslcal
dances.
iuruiug milium iu a naie wuirilKlK,
But Julia and I soon scattered their fancies.
And tipped them the twist of a rale Irish
Laul-gan'-

The man with a new gold watch seldom
knows what time It Is.

s

For the Holiday season, the Union r.iclftc
!"'. 1. M, 35 and 31.
and Jan. 1. 1808, at greatly reduced
rates. For full Information on at ticket office, comer Seventeenth and Curtis street.
will sell tickets 00
1805,

A Cough. Culil or Sore Throat requires Imltroucuhll
"Brown's
mediate attention.
Troches" will invariably give relief.

The man carried away by enthusiasm
frequently brought back by disgust.

and dreading th';E
vt ry apparition, the men turned, almotlt
with one accord, and glanced in fear
at the narrow window. There was a
shriek from one, a curse from another,
and, seing his chance in that moment
and
of horror, Carl sprang forward
wrenched his pistol from the leader's
hand, and for a second the whole place
bellowed with the rapid emptying of Us
chambers,
Springing over that jumble of writhing forms, Carl hurriedly collected his
papers, nnd then remembering, even in
his danger, the volume of poems, he
snatched the book from the table and
thrust it into his pocket. Then h
picked his way carefully across tl'c
recks, a few stray bullets keeping him
ominous company, and by running r.
in the shadow, was soon far away
from the little shanty.
"There Is a train at eleven," he whispered to himself, "that will take me
east of the Mississippi," and then be
stopped running, almost too suddenly,
as another vision came swiftly upoa
him.
"Kitty!" be called tenderly; "Kitty,
darling, is It you. or am I still lr. the
land of spirits?"
Without a sound the young girl hurried toward him and threw herself lnfc
his outstretched arms. "Take me with
you," she sobbed frantically.
"Talc
me with you or they will kill me too,"
and Carl, almost without a thought 61
j
what he was doing, half led, half car!
ried her to the station.
As if expecting

A year later in their Eastern house,
Carl Manning and his wife sat down
r
chatting.
for their
"So old Tom Johnson was not your
father, after all." Carl said over and
over, as though the repetition of the
words wore something more than ordinarily pleasant. Then he took her on
his knee and his face assumed a
thoughtful expression.
"Well, I am glad I did not kill him,
any way," ho Bald softly, "although
the owner of the mine says I might just
as well have done so, for I crippled
every man of them that evening." Then
he smiled more tenderly into her eyes
as he added in a lighter tone: "But
what I am sorry for, little one, is that
I did not wait to solve the mystery of
that woman's face, for as 1 live, it was
she that saved me!"
Without a word Kitty slid down from
his knee and began ransacking in her
box of treasures. "Will this help you
any to lay her ghost?" Bhe said, merrily, and then she unfolded before his
astonished eyes the half of his poem,
"Annabel Lee," and tried to smooth
out the Jagged edges.

Is

Always
Tnking cold, is a common complaint. It
is due to impure and deficient blood and
It often leads to serious troubles. The
remedy 19 found In pure, rich blood, and
the one true blood purifier is

Jig.
Och mavrone! 'twas then she got glad o' me:
We danced tin we thought the old cetlln1

other?"

after-dinne-

A s.uicU'Hr form ... ....
um..i.
There Is a class of people, rational enough
In other respects, who are certainly monoThey are
maniacs In dosing themselves.
constantly trylnit experiments upon their
stomachs, their bowels, their livers and their
When these
kidneys with trashy nostrums.
Organs are really out of order. If they would
oi.lv use Hostetter's Stomach Hitters, they
would. If uot hopelessly Insane, perceive Its
superiority.

LANIGAN'S BALL.

would fall
I spent a whole fortnight In Doolau's
Academy
Learning a step for Lanlgan's Balk

(For

The boys were all merry, the girls were nil
hea rty,
Daneln' around in couples and croups,
When an accident happened young
McCarthy
He dhruv his right foot through Miss Hnl- loran's hoops.
The creature she fainted ,aud cried "Millia

Sarsaparilia

Tor-renc- e

murtberl"

She called for her friends,

them all;

Hood's Pills

of MIKINQ, PBXXTtNGI
MACHINIST liepnirs
etc Pipe threading and cu'tln.
in.:.:: elevators. Nock .t Uarsi lo, 1413-1- 7 nta t.

stir a step further,
r.ut have satisfaction at Lanigans' Ball.
d-

.Miss

Kerrigan

from Ualon
AMERICAN HOUSE bloakl
i)v fi nor Day.
'lienver's Old Bailable Hotel."

fainte-

Her cheeks all the while were ns red as
tho rose:
Anil BOme of the ladles declared she was
paluled;
She look a small drop too much, I sup-

SOUTHWICK

pose.

t

st

E. E. BURLING AM E'S

ASSAY OFFICE
And Chemical

gled,

Ami that put an end to Lanlgan's Ball.
The Humor of Ireland; Okas. Scrlbnor'J

and silver for treatment. Prompt return
and highest cash price paid for gold and silver bullion.
Address 1730 and 17;is Lawrence Street. Denver. Colorado.
THE COMPANY PAYS THE F RE I CHI

Sons.

ODDS AND ENDS.
The butterfly collection belonging tc
Prof. Neumoegcn, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Is worth $G0,000.
The division of time Into months and
weeks is so old that Its origin cannot
possibly be ascertained.
The different countries of the world
now use 13,40 different kinds of postage stamps.
Ocean steamers of tho first class each
consume from 100 to 220 tnosf coal a
day.
The entomologists say that the gnat's
probocis is a combination of seven
needles and lances, besides a cupping
d

cats are always deaf, and that
pure white ones are afflicted in the same
manner.
Tobacco statistics prove that
of the grown male population
of the globe either smoke or chew the
"weed."
The Bibllothoque National of Paris,
the reputed largest library in the world,
now has 1,100,000 bound books and 900,-00- 0
pamphlets.
More than 1S5.000 persons committed
Suicide in the different countries ol
the world during tho year ending September 30, 1895. This is an increase ol
nearly 20,000 over ISM.
It has lately been ascertained that th?
humming noise made by telegraph
wires is not due to wind, as it can be
beard in time of dead calm. The most
tenable explanation is that it is caused
by a tightening of the wires, owing to
utxaosphorie changes.
two-thir-

The Modern Mother
Has found that hor little ones arc improved
moro by tho pleasant laxative, Syrup of
Pigs, when In need of the laxative affect of
a gentle remedy, than by any other, and
that it is more acceptable to them. Children enjoy it and it benefits them. The
true remedy. Syrup of Fijrs, is manufactured by the California Fig Syrup to.,
only.
Cruel Kvamlners.
reporter for the Cincinnati Tribune lately
overheard a dialogue between two suburban
gentlemen.
"How did your daughter pass her examination for a position as teacher?" asked the
first man.
"Pass!" was the answer. "She didn't pass
nt all. Maybe you won't believe It, but they
asked that poor girl about things that happened before she was born."

On tlieir oorimnn miniio now stcol hothu hlui. Will
pollt 25 tons of r x'k Hfost ouch ulilft. Is just oh safe
and rbliuble an um;ino It can be ;inrk"d anywhere
DtO cog wheels
it juck cim so,
or
olutohssto hrenlc UU psr cent. In
wrnuht iron tonl ntftrl und will ttend
bofora breaking, ovur 600 In aso
Hor.iu runntim 0 yours without ouo
illur'
We make hnnie-loiso- ;

Ohio,
County ss.

City of Toledo,

Lucas

Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
partner of tho firm of F.

is the senior

J. Cheney & Co., doing business in tho
City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of One Hundred Dollars for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Cure.
Sworn to before me and subscribed !n
my presence this 6th day of December,
A. W. GLEASON,
A. D. 1886.
Notary Public.
(Seal.)
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists; 75c.
Well-boreat Los Angeles, Cal.,
Hall'a Family Pills. 25c.
have discovered a mastodon tooth at a
One who never drinks behind the bar the
depth of 46 feet beneath the surface.
mosquito.
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inilon up Semi for&n Ultutr&tad olronlav to THE
WHIM CO . . 1223 Curtl.i St.. Uaavor. Cola

OOD

POISON

A SPECIALTY

oiidary or Tertiary BLOOD '01SOM permanenthr
riired in lBtoSG days. Yon can bo treated at
Sghoniofo irsunie prlcu uniler same gunraii-yo- u
prefer toenn oliero wo will eon- tract to paj railroad inn and notelblllg.and
r.ocii: t re. If wo full to euro. It you have taken mer
cury, TuiiKio tinriisii, an.! st.M bave aches and
rnlr , Mucoin 1'atehen In mouth, SoreThrout,
Flu plea. Copper Colored SpoH, IJlecrs on
any port ol tbs body, Hair or Eyebrows falling;
, VOlSUjf
ont. It Is this Secondary
we guarantee to cure. We solicit the nr.st obstiand
Chnllenco the world for s
nate cases
ease wocannotourci This dhense h.-i- r.lr.'nvs

m

ballled t!i skill of the most eminent physicians. tr00,000 capital behind our cceondV
Uonal minr mty. Absolute proofs lent sealed ao
application. Address COOK
ClL
bii'i Maaoulc Temple, CHICAGO, 11X.
Cut out and send tnls naverrtieineut.

THE AERMOTOR

CO. does half tho wortd!
wl'ulmlll bunne.ss, beoauso it has reduced the cost uf
wind power to I .'! whiy, It was.t It has many branch
-houses, and supplies It.: goods nnd repairs
7at your dour. H can nnd duos furnish a
money than
better article
'vitf&Z! others. It makes Pumping and

teV

safV

V'V0B8kS l'1

steel, OalvanUcd-sfter- Tilth.
de'loii Windmill

L''l:r,?

and J'U eil ;.tc.d Towers. Stfol outs Saw
Frames, Steel Feed Ostlers and Feed
fii
H?Vi& Grinders, nu application I' will name mm
Hi of those arllcles thai It will furnish until
January 1st at 13 tho usual price. It alio makes
Tunki and Pumps of all kinds, Bond for catalogue.
Factory: Uth, Rrckwell and PWffloro Streets, Chlcazo.

DR. GUNK'S
nrPKovBD

LIVER
F3LLS

A Mild Phyne. One i'ill for ii
m.iveinent ot tho bowsls soon daj is usoasaory far
health, Th-- m plilj luppiy wha' the system lacita to
rn.ike it rogtUOT, They euro llnnilncbo. brighten tho
Kyes.nnd clear tlml'iimpliuiim better than eowrmtics.
Tnernoither ftnpo nur sloksn. To confines yon. we
Will mall
fre. or full bos for ifo, Sold ovi-rwhuro. DP.. B08ANEO Me n. i f.. Philadelphia,!
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TOI'OH. Steady
Fifth at. , CWoago,

Morphine Habit Cured in 10
to so u:i s. No jpay UU
11
rAJuifl DR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon,cured.
Ohio.
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State of

Laboratory.

Est ih. tbel iSSI.
AND rilOTOCIt APHERS,
JEWELERS
send your sweeps and waste containing gold

They squeezed up his pipes, his bellows
ami all;
The girls in their ribbons thev all got

blue-eye-

A 12;

PRESS.

HAY

and the strongest hsv nr ss in thu world. A
feedoponioR
Notrilngofl wheels to
It. 12 to 10 Ions n day and full weight In onr. Address Iirnn ch Hoom Sandwl-Mqt. Co., Council
Ulufls, In., or C.W. Kcilh, ) UtriliV Agent, Denver.

ficMi-s-

Her lover, Ned Morgan, so powerful and
able.
When lie saw his dear colleen stretched
out by the wall.
He tore the left leg from under the table.
And smashed the china at Lanlgan's Ball.
Oh. boys, but then was the ructions
Myself got a lick from big Pheliin Mi Hugh,
I'.nt I soon replied to his kind Introductions,
And kicked up a terrible hullabaloo.
Old Casoy, the piper, was near being stran-

apparatus.
An authority on cats says that

cents.

25

Denver Directory.

and gathered

Ned Carinody swore he'd not

In the midst of the row

cure all Liver Ills.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS
Kxainhmtion ami AdVlc nu t;t Patentability nf la.
St-fin- "Inventor1 Gtjlde,
r Jinw to
PATUICK O'FAHKKLL, Wiuhlngton, Ij.O.

Tentlon.

Patent.

WHY DON'T YOU BUY CORN?
'DB0DUCKR8, bell your pi'sluuis and write to un for
Information how to make i.i inont; on the pro.
coeds in tho purchase of corn on margins. Inforiba-tionr.n- d
book on peculation ruEL, c, f. MlSkUt
CO., (Ml LnSr.lle

SI., ChltiKo.

HAIR
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Cleamet and beautifies the hair.
Proiiictii a luxuriant zrowth.
Never Fails to BeHtdre Gray
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When writing to advertisers, please say thai
you saw the advertisement in this paper.
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her into the little sitting-room- ,
and shut the door.
But as soon as he found himself alono
with his ward, his courage deserteJ
him. All the way home he had been
planning in what words to broach U
her the subject nearest his heart; but
now that the opportunity had arrived
he felt as shy as a lad of nineteen
The benefits it was In his power tc
bestow upon this fatherless and motherless girl dwindled Into nothing
whilst her beauty and innocence expanded and increased, assuming proportions of value far above his deserti
When I see how amply you have reor his hopes. Margaret, on the con
warded my care, I like to think that it
1
trary, seemed to feel no shyness. Stu
was fate."
was blushing and smiling, it is true
"How have I rewarded you, Mr.
but apparently from the mere pleasun
Ruthven? How can I ever repay you? of
meeting him again the realization
I have taken all, and have nothing to
he trusted, of Mrs. Garrett's proph
as
give in exchange."
ecy.
"You have everything to give. The
"Well, my dear," he stammered, "ant
question is if you will give it."
are you glad to see me home again?"
"Oh, try me!"
"Oh! very glad, Mr. Ruthven," sh
"Perhaps some day I will. MeanCHAPTER
answered,
eagerly; "Hamilton has sak
while, you are content to live with us,
"But Mr. Ruthvon surely he must
are you not? and to put up with our every morning for the last week tha'
have heard something about me? He ways
he wondered if you would be back be
and customs?"
would never have picked me up out of
fore night. I am sure he will be sc
"I am more than content."
the streets unless he had known who
pleased when he returns to find yoi
"Then
I was., or who my parents were before pass yournever let the word 'gratitude' have arrived. Did you not find it verj
lips again. If I have done
Manufacturers of
me."
warm in Paris? It has been so hoi
anything
you, my child, I am repaid
for
"Well; now you come to put It like
here that Hamilton and I have not beer
that, Miss Margaret, I remember when fourfold already."
to walk out at all in the afterIn his anxiety to reassure her, he able
Mr. James first brought you here, he
noons, and yesterday evening, Just a;
had laid his hand upon her shoulder.
did tell me"
Margaret caueht it nnd covered it with we were about to start for a conccn
"Yes! yes!"
with Mrs. Garrett, a tremendous stonr
"It isn't much, after all; but he kisses.
broke over the town and we wen
"I owe you more than life," she cried;
said: 'Garrett,' says he, 'I want you to
obliged to stay at home."
She was
be kind to this girl, for my sake,' he "it would have broken my heart to talking very excitedly now, and Ruthany
"
T
think
An
less
of
vnn thnn
says; and I said: 'Of course you know
ven mistook the reason of her moot
Ruthven started from the contact of
who she is, sir?' and he said: 'Yes,
and heightened color.
her
soft lips as if they had been burnof course I do;' but never a word more;
"I am afraid you must have fount
so, if it is true or false, he can best ing coals, and when Margaret had dried it very dull, Margaret, with only Hamher eyes again, he had left the room.
say for himself."
ilton and Mrs. Garrett for company
After this occurrence the girl observed
"I wish you would ask him for me."
I felt myself compelled to leave Iioiik
"Bless you, my dear! I wouldn't do that her guardian seemed to avoid her for awhile, but I did not intend to sta
You presence; she would have thought she away so long. Had I been here lasl
such a thing to save my life.
don't know Mr. James. He's very pe- offended him had it not been for the night, you should have gone to youi
culiar in some things, and won't brook sweet smile with which he greeted her concert, notwithstanding the thunderwhenever they met. The days and storm."
any interference."
"But why should he have adopted weeks went on until Ruthin abruptly
"Oh, we weren't dull, thank you! w
me, and brought me up, and done all announced his intention of spending a amused ourselves with music. I havt
he has for me, if I am an utter stranger short time abroad, whither he departbeen teaching Hamilton to sing. He
ed, leaving Margaret in the strict
to him?"
has such such a such a nice voice,'
"Out of his own fond heart, my dear. charge of Mrs. Garrett. Hamilton was replied the girl, in a hesitating mandelighted at his uncle's absence.
It ner.
It's big enough to do anything."
Still, Margaret was not satisfied, and afforded him the very opportunity he
"I am sure it is very good of you tc
daily she lost something from the desired of making himself agreeabb take any trouble about him, Margaret
all
GRAND MESA
brightness of her manner or her look. to his new companion; and a pleasant I owe you thanks for it, my dear.
In her. time of it the boy and girl friends en- owe you something more than thank.-foRuthven was disappointed
irriAt first he was afraid she was going to joyed, albeit the housekeeper generally
a service you have rendered me, fat
of their conversadevelop a sulky disposition, from which kept within ear-shbeyond the pastime of an hour. Can
Meanwhile, Ruthven went to you guess
he had already suffered too much with tions.
N. M., I
what it is?"
of
Hamilton; then he fancied she must Paris, and for several weeks held comRuthven had possessed himself ol
be unhappy with them, and wanted to mune with his own eart there. He Margaret's hand during the last fe
sell any
get back to Pomona Villa. Several joined freely In the gayeties of the citv, words, and she neither drew it bacli
times he attempted to solve the reason in hopes of treading down the question nor did it tremble in his grasp.
"1
on
of her melancholy, but the girl's re- - that would continually present Itself to have done you a service!
Oh, Mr.
him;
in
but
vain.
went
Wherever
he
or
three
two
9 serve baffled him. At last,
Ruthven, how can that be?"
days passed without their doing more and whatever he did, one idea haunted
"Listen to me, my dear, and I will
than exchange the ordinary morning his imagination; would it be too ab- tell you. I am not an old man, Marand evening salutations with each surd in the world's eyes if he were to garet, as far as my age goes, but I have
propose to marry the girl he had picked
other.
been an old man In heart for many
up in the streets he a man of nearly many years
however,
past. I have lived in a
yW At the end of that period,
suddenly forty, and she a girl of sixteen? Had crowd, and yet I have lived alone, behe came into the dining-rooone afternoon and surprised her, with any other asked his opinion on such a cause the members of the crowd were
the book of "The Poisoned Flower" in transaction, he would at once have pro- for the most part, so uncongenial tc
But it me. I have seen plenty of beautiful
her hand, and tears upon her cheek. nounced it mad Impossible.
40-acr- e
did not seem so viewed by the new young girls,
He could not fail to notice them.
but with the bloom of their
light
eyes
his
had acquired; and he innocence brushed off and all th.;
"Why, Margaret, how is this? You
are not un'aannv. I hone, my dear? Is seemed to have little doubt of the feel- modesty of womanhood died out ol
80-ac- re
ings with which the girl regarded him. them, and they
there anything I can get for you?"
have failed to Interest
He recalled her tears and emotion on me. And the disappointments
"Nothing. Mr. Ruthven," she an
and the
viewing
2-roand reading "The Poisoned rebuffs I have received hardened my
swered, in a stifled voice.
"I am afraid I shall nave to forbid Flower," and could not but flatter himheart and made me feel as if I should
you this pernicious literature," he said, self they arose from her fear lest the never love a fellow-creatur- e
as I see
smiling as he pointed to the pamphlet supposed parental relation between other men do."
So
"Mr. Ruthven, what has this to dc
in her hand, "if your tears are a com- them should preclude any other.
easily
do
we
persuade
ourselves
that
pliment to my writing."
10-ac- re
with me?"
what we desire is the case.
She did not reply.
"You will soon understand. When
The result of his month's considera
"It has made me very uncomfortable
I resolved to go to Paris last month
was that he had decided his life
tion
Margaret,
low
spirits,
to observe your
it was because I felt I could not live
and I feel anxious to remedy them. without Margaret O'Reilly would be on much longer as I had done, and
worth little, and resolved, at all risks.
Can I do nothing?"
"Hello, uncle! are you back again?"
to win her "or his own. This done, he exclaimed a joyous voice
"Nothing, Mr. Ruthven," she repeatat the door
ed. He was going to leave the room selected the prettiest presents he could and Hamilton Shore, who had run
Any of these pieces of property is close enough to the public
then, when a word from her recalled find in Paris for her acceptance, and home for a few minutes, for some reaway
took his
homeward, full of the one son best known to himself, entered the
him.
school for children to attend.
"Mr. Ruthven, I hardly know how to great idea.
room, and turned the duet into a trio.
speak to you, but this" she said, intiRuthven was very much annoyed. It
CHAPTER VIII.
mating the book on her lap "you did
can not be pleasant to a man to be
t was
morning Interrupted In the middle of a proposal
not mean it, did you? I mean, it is not
when he arrived. by his own nephew.
you and me?"
He answered
Mrs. Garrett reAs soon as the question had left her
Hamilton's greeting quite roughly.
ceived him with a
lips, Margaret O'Reilly blushed scarlet,
"I suppose you can see I'm back
mysterious
look again. I don't understand wasting the
and hid her face. How could she have
upon her face, that little time we have to spare in this
said it? Oh! how could she have said
prompted him to world by putting useless questions."
it?
,
"
ask if anything
Ruthven colored also and almost as
"It's only a figure of speech," said the
had occurred durvividly. He comprehended the girl's
lad, gayly. "It took me so much by
ing his absence.
meaning in a moment. She thought
surprise to see you standing there."
no! Mr.
"Oh,
.
perhaps feared that he might prove,
"And what are you doing at home
James; but Miss at this hour of the day?"
like the benefactor in the play to bo
Margaret will be' very glad to see you,
her father.
"I ran back for a book I had left beI
expect. She's been fretting after you
why?
and
felt
Was it fear she
hind. Luckily, as it turns out, Isn't it?
He hastened to disabuse her mind terribly this last few days."
for I've been wanting to see you all
Ruthven colored with pleasure.
of the idea.
the week awfully. I see Margaret Ik
Fretting after him! God bless the as red as a peony, though, so I suppose
"My dear girl, No! How could you
r-n
.11 I II 1 ... see.
imagine such a thing? If it were the dear, innocent heart that must let even she's been stealing a march upon me
faoystfriGqei.wiUPiyer
case, do you think I would have been this be seen!
eh, Pearl?"
loife,
"And Master Hamilton, too, he's
W
such a brute as to leave you to starve
I don t understand what you are
you
wanting
been
to
come
home,
sir,"
in
in the streets whilst I lived here
speaking about," said Ruthven.
If Micky iver worries rpe
continued the housekeeper.
plenty?"
"Well, I suppose I may as well tell
Its DENVER BEST ttflltoyUis woifa!
Hamilton Shore was a very minor you now as afterward?"
0i;Oh! forgive me, sir," continued the
girl, still blushing violently; "but I consideration in his uncle's eyes.
"Oh, no, Hamilton!"' burst in low,
"Oh, is Master Hamilton in?"
thought I . could not believe Is it pos- entreating tones from Margaret.
.
. 1. i
.v.ii
ino, sir; nes ueen gouo over an
siDie you Know noming ol my wiiisr
There was something in the sound
and mother? that you really never saw hour."
of her voice that made Ruthven drop
"And Miss Margaret?"
nor heard of me until the day we met
her hand.
"Oh, she is in the parlor, sir."
court?"
the
in
"Nonsense!" replied Hamilton, in liis
But she wasn't in the parlor; she
"Hush! Don't speak of that! Yet
way; "what's the good of
waitin;; keeping It. to ourselves any longer?
it is ouite possible. It is Indeed true was standing in the door-wato receive him, blushing as only a The fact is, uncle, Margaret and I have,
that that was our first meeting."
lovely English girl can blush, with an- come to the conclusion that we are very
"But why did you choose me to benefit by all your goodness, out of the ticipation and bashfulness.
fond of one another, and we want you
j Hard
Ruthven gazed at her. She looked to give your consent to our engagmillions who, like me, are cast out to
A
perish without any one to help them?" more beautiful than ever. He felt he ement"
Cm.
"I do not know, Margaret; I suppose could not bear his suspense another
l
(TO HE CONTINUED.)
must have been fate that did it moment.
He
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wishing to buy

under ditch, with ample stock therein for
will
Farmington,
gation, just north
size block, from one to eighty acres,
easy terms.
cheap,

Very Choice Lots for Sale
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just north of the public school

tract,
building, to sell, a
two miles from town, and an
tract with a
house,
cellar and small orchard, also a
tract of good land, well
situated on the county road.
om

For further information apply to owner,
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NEWS.

Subscriptions due for the past
year must be paid at once.
If Ood wer but to kits.
If only for a tingle day
The power to all of mankind.
Their future to port ray.
Wm. Boee.

Al Dustin visited the city Suuday.
Read

the card at the top of the third

column.

Homer Hays, our rustling real estate man, is preparing to allot another
addition, as he has disposed of the addition already laid out in lots.
Work has commenced on the wagon
road around the point of the Hogbick
This road gives an outlet to the country below. The work is being done
by the neighborhood and Navajos and
will be completed in about ten days.

SHOP.

HARNESS

NEW

Place in Town

H. A. Fiaber rf New
York t aa opened a harness
shop in Farmingti li for
tee mauufaoture of flrt
oiass work, and repairing
will be done in all its
branches.
He respectfully solicits
the patronage of the people of the San Juan county
Repairing of boots and
shoes will be done in connection with the above
business.

Chas. Q. Jackson a miner and prospector from the Lapiatas, race horse
man, came down last Saturday from
the mountains. Mr. Jackson brought
in some fine horses and has sold one
or two to residents ot the town.

For sale on easy terms, fine lot on

To

Orchard street, Farmington, with the
material thereon, apply

Produce

Henry Benning has rented his ranch
Thoroughbred race mare for sale
for
the next yar to Frank Hoff.
cheap, inquire of Jim Triplett.
Henry and his brother Otto inteud to
Bishop Burnham and J. R. Young develop their promising mining propof Fruitland were in town Wednesday erty next summer.

dandies.

Notice of Trustee's Sale.
Default having been made by Wm. Locke and
Nettie Locke hin wife 11. the payment of the interest on their certain promibsory note which
said note it. payable to the order of The Boston

Here's a snap for somebody. The
contract is to be let for cleaninic the
Colorado investment company, secured by
their curla n deed ot truBt dated August 1, 1HH0.
Echo ditch from Wm. Carson's house and
reco ileti August iUtlt. 18iH), in book 4 at
page 14 of the
to the head about two miles in length pages 176 to 179 uelusivt., and
oan Juuu couuty. territory of New Mexico recand 5 feet in width.
ords, the said note and truBt deed being made
subject to a cerlai other note of $4ttJ0 payable
W. D. Leonard, clerk of the Fort to the order of the Boston 4 Colorado investment co secured by tlieir certain tiust deed
Lewis Indian school, Indian Agent Hated November 1st 185, and recorded November 15, lt8 in book 3 pagen 2ill to 294 of the tan
McCaa, Bob Bruce and Judge Greaves Juau
county, territory of New MoXfo. records,
over
by rrasou ..f which default tho legal holder of
on
a
trip
started last Saturday
s.id note has requeeie.l this foreclosure; and
the Navajo reservation on business.
Henry LeD, Wi.ls the trustee named in said

of All Kinds

,V

1

Cheapest and best sewing machine
needles in the market at F. M.
Pierce's.
Miss Grace Miller has been visiting
at Fruitland and Jewett for a few
days.
Hewing machine needles at P. M.
Pierce's at prices the lowest ever of-

R

Buy.

Groceries Sold
Closer than
Anywhere in
the County.

GROCERIES

Wm. Roes has been nursing Pryce building
Times.
Ingram who is quite sick,

Drop into the new harness shop and
look at the riding bridles, they are

F

The Cheapest

Taken Here

J

S

a

Lanm

Farmington,

H

N. Mex.

.

deed of trust ie unable and refuses to act herein

reason of lnch the undersigned became and
Mrs. Anderson, mother of Mrs. L. isby successor
in trust,
Now therefore four woeke public notice is
F. Reynoldz of this city, starts next
fered,
hereby given that 1, the ui derngned as eucctn
Monday to Cripple Creek to visit her sor in trust iu said ileo.l of imt, and undu- ii
Mrs. T. M. F. Whyte and Mrs. Fay son who is in business there. Mrs.
owers and authority and lor the purpweb
staled, will sell at public auction foi the
were visitors at Mrs. Triplett's Thurs- Anderson expects to remain there for therein
highest and best price the n no will bring in
It96. at 11 o'csh on Monday, febrnai?doorloth.
day.
the remainder of the winter.
of the Court li use
clock a. ill., at the trout
in the town of Atee in the comtj of sun Juau.
There will be a dance and supper toterritory of New .Mexico, all the tul owing derace
Farmington
at
the
races
Horse
scribed properly in ami by nod deed of trust
night at the old Masonic hall on the
cuunt), New
track on Saturday, February 1st. convoyed situated in sun Ju oln tho
I have frequent applications for property of different descriptions and all
Baldwin place.
noillieusi
The wist hail
Mexico,
en
The
Match
race9
Purse races
aud tho eas h t .1 the north property listed with me Xytn receive careful attention.
quarter (w;a
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Fulcher of Laplata tries will include the thoroughbreds west quarter tela nwK) uf section numbered
If you want any information regarding land and water in 3an Juan
bfteeo ilti alto the east ball ul the northwest
were in Farmington last Sunday vis owned by John and Lee Brown, H. R. quarter i)J4 uw) and the west h of lie south county, drop me u line and I will promptly reHpond.
quartoitwVt se) ol section numbered t n
iting friends.
McJunkins, Joo Wilkins and J. H. east
Uu;. i iu township numbered twenty nina (29
uoiih,
ol range numbered ihuieeu 1,13) west ot
D. A. Spiester ot Silverton is down Triplett.
tho New .Mexico pi ncipal meridian Also about
ixt3ti) acres in sections fourteen lit auo
for the winter and is stopping at J. A.
James Humphreys, aged 18, died ttiirty
tlfieentl-'iluoie lull do d ibed by a certain
let t and Maty J
l.uughren's hotel.
o'd from Jam s ii
last Sunday night of consumption.
illett, his wile to Win am Locke dated Unrecorded
is
May
nephew
I)
A
18w
and
a
in suiu
lit h da) ot
Mrs. Ben Epperson returned last Young Humphrey, who
sau Juan coiiiiiy teoords lei rilory of New MexTogotln r with at.
week from Gallup and Is staying of Mr. S. L Toner, came here last sum ico in book uo 1, at page
und water rights belonging or that ma,
mer to seek relief from his relentless ditch
with her parents,
hereafter belong to iho sum Diet parties aud
sickness. Funeral services were held used for irrigating sa d intidt. eaid lust p irtle
Messrs. Warren. Fales and Shipley
excepting f i
trust Bed oi the lauds deon Monday morning at the Methodist scribed aoovemiius
the foil wmg town; tho north
ill' Junction started for Gallup this
of
lb west quuiler of the
Uoi
quarter
the
church, Rev. Howard officiating. The east
southeast quarto' of sec. 0 consisting ol lu
week with apples.
Farming-toacres, olso excepting th it f rl of the sw '4 ned
remains were interred in the
Section 15 heretofore conveyed 10 Jtimes (j
cemetery.
Miss Waring has not been able to
u.urn ilesoi bed as tul
Willet aud more
lows, commencing at the se corue of t e nw'4
toachher school three days this week
Mon15
thence uonh ;:ioiig lie rl Btll
Niel P. Nielson of Glendivo.
no (4 section
s utliwestei ly dion account of sickness.
to a point thence iu
rods
through
the
traveling
is
tana, who
rection to a point 31 rods west of lliu place ol
Miss Lillian Markley has finished country with a view to locating, paid beginning thence cast to laoe of beginning,
containing six ucrus and sixt three tods, nil
her term of school at Center Point us a pleasant call Wednesday. He i3 township 9 range 13 a. of the Now Mexico
meridian.
and has returned to her home.
favorably impressed with the climatic pnn.ipal
And also all waier rights and privileges, ditch
or an) interest therein, and also all
and agricultural qualities of this or ditches, titl",
beuetit uud equit) of redempIho right,
If you want your boots and shoes place.
said deed of trust, then
tion ot the gmntor
very
and
at
good
shape
in
repaired
heirs executor admmistra ore, Buccessirs and
property.
and
to
said
all
assigns ill
low rates take them to Jim Triplett.
Uated at Colorado Spring' December 17. 1895,
lly request of the Colorado & Northwestern
Proof.
Desert
mout oompaA), own r of sai note.
T. C. Qraden and Harry Jackson of
Joll.N (i. Km. o, Successor in Trust
D. 8. Lnd Offick, Santa V. N. M,
Durango were in town last Saturday
December 21. 18.
'
M.
whu
I, Daniel B. K"B, of nrmiiinKin,
Notice of Truster's Sale.
circulating among our business men. made
Denert .and application no. 3UU. on Hit
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Homer Hays.
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D.J. Craig of Junction is cleaning

17th day of February. 18'C for 8E'4 "f Nw .
o. 9. Tp iiU
of HK i,
of SWX ami W
N, B 13 W, hereby Rive noiire of my intention
to make final proof to establish my cluim to the

off 25 acres of new ground to plant to
laud abote described before the Probate Cierk
alfalfa this spring. Mr. Craig has of San Juan o unty. N. M at (ztec, N. M.ori
Monday the 17th day of February ltl and tlmt I
about 75 acres of alfalfa and is one of expect
to p ore that said land han ben properly
nner reuuired
largest alfalfa growers in that com- irrigated and reclaim d in the m wiinesses-John
by law. by two of the following
munity.
ljm
K
e. Hon. or
Jefferson
KaanauKh
Hayes, Thomas J. Arm Rlon. nil of Fanniniriuii,
JAMES 11. WALKtB. Kenisler.
We were shown the plans of the N. M.
wool carder, drawn and prepared by
P, M. Salyer, M. B., of this town, for
the Bartlett woolen mill in course of
ATLANTIC
& PACIFIC RAILROAD
erection here.

John Ingram, brother of Pryce In
gram, came down from Silverton this
week and is staying with his brother
at A. F. Miller's. Mr. Ingram is the
foreman on the Silver Lake properties
near Silverton.
D.

J. Craig of Junction, who has in

Denver, 500 boxes of extra sorted and
packed apples, holding them for an
advance in price, will place them on
market in a few days.

ConDKnHKU

TIME TAUT

I
EASTWARD
2. no. 4.

HTATIONH

No. 3

no

:0OP 10

9 lUp
lOp

3

P

a

8p 8 25a

e&Sp

9 10a
810p U 80p
9 lUp lf5p
11 !Hp 4 20P
12 4!iu
V
5
7

la

4a
50a

7

40p

55a
4 40a
1125a
11 45a
12 15p
0 P
6 50p
lu 45a
1

Chicago

Ar

Kansas City,
Deiirer

...Albquerque.-

-.

Wingate
Oallup
.... Holbrook ....
WinBlow

....
Williams....
.... Ash Pork ....
Kingman....
Needles ....
Blak
Daggett ....

..... FlHgstaS

30a

80p,
a
5 15p(
8 15p
a o.',p

5 p
8 30a
9
a

2S5pl

40a

10
7

10

4
3

9 35! II
7 27p, 8
6 Kip it
5
4 Wa

II

na

40pl 12 'Jon

05a
45a
55a
40h

.TJa 12 SOp

8 55pl

n

IU

7 25p, 8
in
Mr. Moore who accompanied Scott 9 20a
1 4 "p
2 35p, 3 45a
S.
R.
Blake to Gallup, t lUp
Morris and
Baraiow
Lr 210p 3 20a
10 a'
Mojare ...
n
returned Monday night. On his
7
8 00p
. Los Angeles
0 0,'p
5 3 pi
San Franciac
trip Mr. Moore rode in from
Sulphur Springs in one day. He says
The Limited Trains.
Uallup is a thriving city of 3000 people
Leering Chicago west bound at 8 p. m daily
Log Angeles oast bound at 8 p: m. daily and
progressive and energetic business and
curry Pullman latest and most elegant sleeping
men and fine business and residence cars, reclining chair ear, with an attendant to
re-tur-

buildings.
Dr. T. C. Hays, a noted and successful physician of Canton, 111., accompanied by his charming wife and little girl, departed for Salt Lake city,
Utah, Monday. Dr. Hays is a brother
of our esteemed citizen, Homer Hays.

:

look after the passengere' comfort and new dining cars through without charge between Los
Angeles and Chicago.
In atdition to the regular daily equipment a
luxurious compartment sleeping car ontainir g
two drawing rooms and eeren family rooms will
be attached to the Chicago limited leaving Los
Angeles on Tuesdays, and the California lim ted
leaving fh'cago on Wedneedi y of each week.
The Chicago express east bound and the California express west bound carry Pullman palace
sleeping cars through without eh nge between
Chicago and Ban Francisco with an anaex ear
between Barstow and Lob Angeles, Pullman
tourist sleeping nitre through without change
between Chicago and San Franoiaco and Chicago
and Los Angeles every day, twice a week between Los Angeles and St, Paul, once a week be
tween Lob Angela and at. bonis and Huston.

The doctor, after leaving here, had
intended going on to San Francisco,
but was compelled by urgency of business to cut short his trip and be back
The doctor exSummer or Winter.
at Canton by Feb.
The Santa Fe route ie the moat comfortable
pressed himself at highly pleased railway
between California and the east.
with the prospects of this district and The meals at Harvey's dining rooms are an excellent feature of this line.
that the district is unsurpassed as a The Grand Canon of the Colorado can be
reached in no other way
resort for persons affected with
Jiio. J. BYRNE, Los Angeles, Cat.
his
He
pinned
complaints.
(ifn. Passenger Agent
Francisco, Cal.
faith in the outlook by investing in C. H. SPEERS, San
Am! Gen. Pat. Ajit
property here and will invest wore U. s. Van SLTCK, Albnquerbue. N. M.
General Agent
when no comes again.
.
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Shingles, Box Material and Lath
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)
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7

12
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Default having been maoe by William Locke
and Nettie Lucae his wife in the .aymeiit of the
in ei est due together with the principal amount
of their certain promissi ry notes pajabl to the
order of iho lioa'on It Colorado investineir
compan described as follows, one no'e for
$luuO dated November 1st 1hb and due by tie
terms thereof on the 1st day of November 1893
said note being secured by a deed of trust recorded Bt pages '291 to '.u inclusive i book 3 01
the records of sau Juan county New Mexico
ale' a certain note for 1,' 00 dated August 1st.
1890 secured by u deed of trust recorded at page
17U to 179 inclusive in book four of the said records of san Juan county New Mexico and as additional security for the payment of said notes
the said VVillium Locke and Nettie L cke cum tiled a ti ust deed on the 15th day of March 1894
on certain property which trust deed is recorded in the Ban Juan county new Mexico re oids.
in book 5 at pages 1U4 to 198 inon May 7tb
clusive said trust deed covering a tract of land
in a souare in tho north' ast corner of the nortt
of
the southeast quarter
west quarter
section
of
se!4)
numbered
(nwj4
ten 1101 being tho northeast quarter of the north
west quarter of the soul hens quarter (nn'4 nw
'
se1. of said section numbered ten 10), in
township numbered twenty nine (29) north ef
range numbered thirteen west of the New Mexico principal mernliau and ontaininginall ten
(10 acres of land by reason of which default
tho legal holder of said notes hot request k! this
foreclosure, and Charles M. Williams trustee
us
named i a said deed of trust is unable and
a to act herein by reason of which the undersigned became and is successor intrust.
Now therefore four weeks' puhlic notice it
hereby given that I the undersigned as euccertor
in trust, in said deed of trust and under its
powers and suthority and for the purpose:
therein stated will sell at public auotion for the
highest and best price the same will bring in
cash on Monday February 10th 1896 at 11 o'clock
a. m . at the front door of the court house in
the town of Aztec in the county of Ban Juan.
New Mexico, all the above described property in
and by said doed of trust conveyed, situate in
San Juan county, territory of New Mexico, together with all water rights and privileges,
ditches or any interest therein belonging to
or used in irrigating said land, and also all the
right, title, benefit and equity of redemption of
tic grantors in said deed of trust, their heirs,
executors, administrators, successors and assigns in and to all said property.
Hated at Colorado Springs, Colorado, December 17, 1895. By request of the Colorado &
Northwestern investment company, tne legal
John U Kku o.
holder of said notes.
Successor in Trust.
re-f-

Mills aro located at Thompson's Park, 18 miles from
Postoffioe address. DIX. COLO.

Dale's Rano

Arrington's
Residence
Addition to
Farmington,
West cf Presbyterian Church.
LOTS, 50X200 FEET,

FERRY'S
SEEDS.
Perfect seeds grow
'paying crops. l'erK'ctsceils
rare not grown by cbuiice. N'oth-- "
ring clever left to cluince In grow
ing Ferry's Seeds. Dealerssell '
them everywhere. W rite for

FERRY'S
SEED ANNUAL

lSftfi. Brimful of valuable
Infonustlon about beet anil new- 1 ree by mall.
. est seeds,

for

pul-zuona-

.

M. FERRY & CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

i

Under Farmington Ditch. Water Right
Easy Terms to Good
Sold with Lots.
Purchasers.

Consult

T. J.

Arrington

